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Abstract 

With the rise of smart manufacturing technologies and a shift towards a new industrial revolution, 

brings forth many new challenges, one of which is how to adapt and integrate these technologies 

into existing assembly lines. Scania CV AB has joined this race and, with the help of smart 

manufacturing solutions, works on increasing efficiency amongst its assembly lines. This thesis is 

aimed at creating concept designs using different smart manufacturing technologies in the 

assembly line of a pedal car, to evaluate and adapt the concept suited for a real assembly line. The 

thesis starts with studying the different smart manufacturing technologies to better understand 

them and the scientific methods used. This follows up with the methodology where several 

scientific methods such as morphological matrix and weight based decision making matrix are 

used to generate and evaluate different concept designs. This is followed by a qualitative analysis 

that helps in selecting the concept design that best suits the needs of the assembly line under 

consideration. The different concepts are visualized and the evaluation based on different 

parameters are discussed. This thesis lays a foundation to realize that an aggregate of an optimized 

process plan, a continuous improvement strategy and the right use of smart manufacturing 

technologies contributes to the productivity of the assembly line in the long run. 
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Sammanfattning 

Med en ökning av smarta tillverkningsteknologier och ett skift mot en ny industriell revolution, 

kommer nya utmaningar. Av dessa utmaningar ifrågasätts hur man anpassar och kombinerar dessa 

olika teknologier gentemot existerande monteringslinjer. Scania CV AB har tagit del i denna resa 

och, med hjälp av smarta tillverkningslösningar, jobbar ständigt mot att effektivisera sina 

monteringslinjer. Detta examensarbete fokuserar på att använda olika och smarta 

tillverkningsteknologier i en monteringslina för tillverkning av en trampbil. Detta görs genom att 

evaluera och anpassa olika koncept som är lämpade för en verklig monteringslina.  

Examensarbetet börjar med en undersökning av nuläget för att få en bättre uppfattning om smarta 

tillverkningsteknologier samt de vetenskapliga metoder som används. Även här så undersöks 

referensprodukten - trampbil samt de olika programvarorna AviX, ExtendSim och LayCAD. 

Genom att ha satt tydliga arbetsmetoder och följt upp mot dessa så diskuterar och hänvisar nästa 

kapitel resultaten. Resultaten visar hur olika koncept har tagits fram samt vilka teknologier som 

går ihop med dessa. Fördelar, nackdelar och risker hos respektive teknologi har benämnts. Ett 

systematiskt arbetssätt har tagits fram mot hur man anpassar konceptet för monteringslinan av en 

trampbil till en verklig monteringslina, samt hur man har jobbat runt de restriktioner som 

uppkommit.  

Examensarbetet slutar med ett kapitel där slutsatserna, på en överskådlig nivå, tas fram. Hur dessa 

teknologier har kombinerats och evaluerats, samt att koncepterna som har tagits fram har lagt en 

grund för framtida projekt att följa upp emot.  

 

Nyckelord 

Smart Tillverkning, Design av Monteringslina, Smarta tillverkningsteknologier, Design av 

Koncept, Eldrivna Fordon, Elektrisk Drivlina.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this first chapter, the purpose of the thesis is discussed in brief and described to better 

understand where the thesis originates from and which path it is directing towards. It 

includes the what, the which, the how about the problem and the limitations of this thesis. 

1.1 Background 

One of the challenges automotive industries face in this modern day of manufacturing is to 

deliver electric vehicles that best meet their customer demands. Scania CV AB is also in 

the race towards the production of electric vehicles. As different competitors strive to 

produce electric vehicles, Scania CV AB wants to continuously improve its efficiency in 

producing its products.  

With the current trend shifting towards a new industrial revolution, “Industry 4.0”, Scania 

CV AB is continuously trying to implement smart manufacturing solutions in its assembly 

lines. The company’s objectives are directed towards efficiency and productivity, hence 

smart manufacturing might be the one-stop solution for Scania CV AB’s efficiency in its 

assembly lines. Since, new assembly lines are to be designed for the electric vehicles, 

implementing smart manufacturing technologies can further improve the efficiency in the 

assembly lines.  

Scania CV AB is moving towards electrification of vehicles and with the help of Smart 

manufacturing technologies the company tries to improve its production facilities. The aim 

of using smart manufacturing technologies is to make the assembly lines more reliable, 

increase productivity and gain a higher control in terms of data collecting and monitoring.  

1.2 Purpose 

This thesis focuses on helping Scania CV AB Transmission Production realize the benefits 

of adapting smart manufacturing technologies to the assembly line. In order to effectively 

realise the benefits, the methodology of selecting the smart manufacturing technologies is 

applied on a simple product, the pedal car, which is then adopted to the powertrain. Thus 

the pedal car serves as a model and reference for the methodology.  
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The assembly of the electric powertrain is under development and is being set-up in a low 

volume flow and high flexible production. With the increase in the demand, the need for a 

more efficient assembly line arises. Thus, it is beneficial presenting a proposal 

implementing smart manufacturing technologies and highlighting its advantages. This 

thesis focusses on creating a concept design of an assembly line for an electric pedal car 

using smart manufacturing technologies, that is later adapted to the assembly line of the 

electrical powertrain.  

1.3 Research Questions 

Smart manufacturing technologies are being developed continuously and the maturity of 

these technologies are improving. There are a lot of solutions available that are being tested, 

adapted and implemented in several use cases across industries and academia.  

Scania CV AB is also looking to adapt these smart manufacturing technologies to increase 

their productivity and efficiency. So, they are focused on finding a systemized and more 

optimized way of adapting these technologies. One of the many ways of adopting the 

technologies is by combining them to create a concept design for assembly lines. With a 

purpose of finding the solution for this problem, the following research questions were 

formulated.  

The main research question of this thesis is: 

1. How can an electrical pedal car be assembled using smart manufacturing 

solutions? 

In order to deeply understand the purpose of using Smart Manufacturing and to create value 

to the research, the following sub-research questions were formulated to support the main 

research question:  

2. How can this approach be extended to the assembly of a real product and how to 

adapt to the existing constraints of the assembly line? 

3. What are advantages and disadvantages of adapting smart manufacturing 

technologies into electrical vehicles’ production lines and how does using smart 

manufacturing technologies increase productivity of the assembly line? 
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1.4 Limitations 

The main focus of the thesis is on adopting the technologies for the assembly line. The 

complexities of the assembly line, the assembly strategy and other factors are not of the 

main focus. The thesis is aimed at creating a way of approach towards designing the 

assembly line using smart manufacturing solutions in a conceptual level.  

Secondly, this thesis is limited to investigating only a final conceptual design on the 

powertrain. The product is complex and hence, the pedal car is a simpler product to design 

the different concepts and evaluate the concepts and adapt the final design to the powertrain 

assembly line. Throughout this thesis, the Concepts or Concept Designs refer to a 

combination of technologies for an assembly line design. 

Lastly, the assembly line of the powertrain is currently in development stage and not 

completely setup. Several factors are not finalized, including the assembly sequence and 

the cycle time of the equipment. This leads to an assumption based on experts’ opinion 

regarding different parameters such as cycle times for certain processes which are yet to be 

finalized.  

1.5 Outline 

Chapter 2 presents the State of the Art, explaining the diverse terminology revolving 

around Smart Manufacturing, the various technologies related to Smart Manufacturing, the 

different software used for assisting in evaluating and visualizing the concepts and lastly 

the different scientific methodologies used in concept generation.  

Chapter 3 presents the methodology followed in this thesis. The steps are divided into five 

parts: (i) Concept Generation, (ii) Concept Visualization, (iii) Concept Evaluation, (iv) 

Concept Selection, and lastly, (v) Concept Adaption. At the end, an overall scheme of the 

methodology is provided.  

Chapter 4 presents the results obtained by following the methodology. This section is 

divided into the same parts as methodology thus providing the results gathered in each 

section. These results are accompanied by discussion to provide clear understanding of 

how to effectively utilize the methodology proposed.  

Finally, Chapter 5 presents the main conclusions drawn from the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

State of the Art 

This chapter describes the State-of-the-Art of the subjects that are being reviewed. It 

describes a better understanding on how the current technologies, concepts and different 

software are being evaluated and what they are used for. The state of the art is compiled 

based on literature review, and upon the expert opinions from the interviews conducted.  

2.1 What is Smart Manufacturing? 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines Smart Manufacturing 

as systems that are “fully-integrated, collaborative manufacturing systems that respond in 

real time to meet changing demands and conditions in the factory, in the supply network, 

and in customer needs.”  

The SMLC definition states, "Smart Manufacturing is the ability to solve existing and 

future problems via an open infrastructure that allows solutions to be implemented at the 

speed of business while creating advantaged value."   

The modern day of manufacturing has its roots in the past half century, although, 

manufacturing is evolving to an entity containing of different forms. With the future in 

mind, many technological advancements have been made. The shift towards what might 

be the 4th Industrial revolution is seen inevitable. Having gone from the use of electronics 

and IT within manufacturing the shift towards cyber-physical based systems seems like the 

next stepping stone.  

A Smart Factory is a manufacturing solution that provides such flexible and adaptive 

production processes that will solve problems arising on a production facility with dynamic 

and rapidly changing boundary conditions in a world of increasing complexity. This special 

solution could on the one hand be related to automation, understood as a combination of 

software, hardware and/or mechanics, which should lead to optimization of manufacturing 

resulting in reduction of unnecessary labour and waste of resource. On the other hand, it 

could be seen in a perspective of collaboration between different industrial and 

nonindustrial partners, where the smartness comes from forming a dynamic organization 

[13]. 
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2.2 Why Smart Manufacturing? 

Once the understanding of “what is smart manufacturing” is gained, the need for it is 

realized. Investing in the right smart manufacturing technologies can help boost the bottom 

line, expand the customer base, and enhance an organization’s competitive edge. Integrated 

and connected, smart manufacturing systems help to: 

Increase productivity: Smart machines streamline production processes, increasing 

efficiencies and reducing errors, lags, downtime, and redundancies. Increasing 

manufacturing efficiency helps to boost the bottom line and save valuable time and money. 

Improve product quality: Real-time production monitoring promotes optimal operational 

efficiency and overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), enabling managers to proactively 

identify and address defects, improving quality at every stage of the value stream. 

Enhance operational agility: Integration of system-wide data, collected from physical, 

operational and human assets drives efficiency and agility, reducing production downtime 

and improving a manufacturer’s ability to predict and avoid potential failures and adjust to 

changes in demand. 

Transitioning a traditional plant floor into a connected and fully integrated one is just the 

first step. It is also essential to implement production manufacturing software into 

operations to improve overall equipment effectiveness (OEE). Optimizing OEE ensures 

operations run as effectively and efficiently as possible, producing high-quality parts, as 

quickly as possible with no stop time. [17] 

Stig Olsen, Sales Director at Smart Plants, states that “The benefits of IIoT are manifold 

including analytics, predictive maintenance, tool usage, integration with ERP systems, and 

cost savings too.” Cost savings can be achieved through: 

Lower energy costs:  According to the company, the largest savings made by digital 

disruption in a factory setup would be energy costs. The biggest advantage of having a 

visual monitor of the entire manufacturing process down to the micro-level means that the 

operator can take quick and effective actions to make their factory leaner and leaner, Smart 

Plants said.  
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Lower inventory holding costs: Once all inventory is part of the connected network, the 

smart factory application can help the user visualize, simplify and streamline even the most 

resource-intensive process, the company said.  

Lower quality costs: Since smart factory works in real time, web app users have a powerful 

capability to view live operation details and save manual time costs, and the users can even 

“rewind” to a certain point in any connected machine’s performance history, the company 

said.  

Lower downtime losses:  According to the company, one hour of downtime can cost from 

US$100,000 to $1 million depending on the size of the factory and how critical the 

bottleneck was. “One of our customers’ results proved that one hour less downtime of a 

bottleneck machine is equivalent to one hour less downtime for the whole production. They 

had implied the use of easy-to-understand dashboards displaying machines’ status in our 

solution had helped mitigate their downtime,” Smart Plants said. 

Lower maintenance cost and maximum asset utilization: A major advantage of immediate 

alerts by the digital system is that bottlenecks are identified instantly, meaning corrective 

action can be taken more quickly, and the costly rip-and-replace can be avoided, the 

company said. 

Reduced Labour Costs:  According to the company, digital disruption allows the user to 

allocate only the required number of personnel for given amounts of time and redistribute 

personnel over different jobs. This will not only reduce overtime expenses for the user but 

also help save a huge chunk of extra labour costs [18]. 

2.3 What is Industry 4.0? 

Another buzz word that rings alongside of Smart Manufacturing is Industry 4.0. What is 

Industry 4.0 and how is it different from Smart Manufacturing? are the questions answered 

in this section. The term Industry 4.0 was manifested for the first time at the Hannover Fair 

with the presentation of the “Industry 4.0” initiative [7]. Industry 4.0 is a large German 

initiative [8] that emphasizes the extension of traditional manufacturing systems to full 

integration of physical, embedded and IT systems including the Internet. It highlights three 

features for implementation: (1) horizontal integration through value networks, (2) end-to-

end digital integration of engineering across the entire value chain, and (3) vertical 

integration and networked manufacturing systems. The implementation recommendations 
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call for actions in eight key areas including standardization and reference architecture; 

managing complex systems; safety and security; work organization; professional training; 

regulations, and resource efficiency [9]. The goal of the Industry 4.0 is the emergence of 

digital factories that are to be characterized by the five key features: smart networking, 

mobility, flexibility, integration of customers, and new innovative business models [10].  

 

Industry 4.0 is a term referring to the integrated manufacturing unit that involves a 

combination of cyber-physical systems, automation, and Internet of Things (IoT), which 

together create a smart factory. Hence, Industry 4.0 is the 4th Industrial revolution, which 

portrays the implementation of a smart factory, in other terms, Industry 4.0 is another 

explanation or name of a Smart Factory (Smart Manufacturing Unit). 

2.4 Smart Manufacturing Technologies 

Once the understanding and the need of Smart Manufacturing is realized, the next step is 

to go further in detail and understand what constitutes Smart Manufacturing. Smart 

manufacturing is based on the communication and integration of various technologies. 

These technologies are currently being developed and investigated, and commercial 

suppliers that provide a complete service package are available. There are various 

experimentations and use cases at universities, and industrial research labs.  

Figure 1: Industrial revolutions as an overview. [6] 
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In this section, the different technologies that are related to smart manufacturing are 

discussed. The description of the technology, its functionality in brief, the advantages and 

limitations of using the technology, and the current maturity of the technology is discussed. 

The background and information related to the technologies used in the thesis methodology 

for concept generation are discussed in this section. 

2.4.1 Internet of Things (IoT) 

Originated from the radio frequency identification (RFID) systems, the term IoT was first 

coined by Ashton in MIT Auto-ID Labs [1] in 1999, referring to wireless communication 

abilities integrated with sensors and computing devices, thus enabling uniquely identifiable 

things to provide data over the Internet with limited or no human interaction. The 

integration between physical systems and computing devices and the communication and 

coordination of day to day objectives between these is described as IoT (Internet of things) 

[11]. Internet of things (IoT) is defined as the interconnection via the Internet of computing 

devices embedded in everyday objects, enabling them to send and receive data [1]. In Smart 

factory products, resources and processes are characterized by cyber-physical systems 

(CPS) [2]. CPS is analogous to the Internet of Things (IoT) sharing the same architecture; 

however, CPS presents a higher combination and coordination between physical and 

computational components of production systems [3]. 

The major advantages of implementing IoT in industries include enhanced device 

communication, collection of useful data for analysis, enabling automation and control, 

increasing monitoring capability, improving efficiency of the production line [29]. The 

technology is use-case specific and the maturity depends on the need and the use-case 

scenario. Supporting technologies that enable implementation of an IoT in an industry, 

such as RFID systems, RTLS systems, Automated Machines and Cyber-Physical Systems, 

are developing and hence, the IoT is a constantly maturing technology.  

2.4.2 Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) 

Systems are given the suffix “cyber” if they are used for the discrete processing of 

information and for communication. In addition, the real systems are referred to as 

“physical”. This means that the CPS are autonomous and can configure and extend 

themselves independently [23,24]. A key characteristic of CPS is that they connect through 

open networks, such as the Internet. This allows the systems to connect arbitrarily, change, 

terminate and rebuild their connections during operation. and also to provide and use 

available data, information, and services anywhere in the CPS [25,26].  
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In production, the CPS is achieved majorly by using embedded systems. Embedded 

systems consist of microprocessors or small computers. The embedded systems are 

equipped with sensors and actuators. These sensors collect the required production data. 

Data storage devices such as the Cloud, or remote servers store the collected data to be 

evaluated. Using actuators, a CPS has the possibility of physically influencing its 

environment [8]. The CPS communicates via the internet or intranet.  

The expansion of the internet has resulted in integration of virtual and real world into 

everyday objects. Physical objects (things) become uniquely identifiable, receive a virtual 

representation and can communicate via the internet [23,24]. Cyber-Physical Production 

systems (CPPS) are required within a production environment to control intelligent 

production plants. The task of the CPPS is to coordinate and have an overall control over 

the individual CPS and to adapt to the changes in production [27].  

As clearly understood from the functioning of a CPS, the advantages of CPS include 

increasing autonomy in the production unit, and self-decision-making capability for the 

equipment by use of embedded systems. This leads an increase in productivity based on 

real-time decision making and adaptability of the CPPS. As stated earlier regarding IoT, 

CPS is also use-case specific, hence the maturity is not an absolute quantity, rather a related 

quality based on the purpose and the application of the technology is a specific scenario. 

However, commercial suppliers working with embedded systems and cloud solution 

providers advancing in high quantity data storage and streaming possibility, CPS is more 

realizable in the current scenario.  

2.4.3 RFID Technology  

IoT can be considered as a global network infrastructure composed of numerous connected 

devices that rely on sensory, communication, networking, and information processing 

technologies [21]. RFID technology forms the foundational technology for IoT. RFID 

consists of microchips that transmit the identity and information to a reader through short 

band wireless communication. An RFID system is composed of an RFID device (tag), a 

tag reader with an antenna and transceiver, and a host system or connection to an enterprise 

system [22]. The information is stored in radio frequency tags. Non-contact sensors, radio 

waves or microwaves are used for communication between the tags and readers. The main 

advantages of RFID include small volume, high-efficiency antenna technology; low power 

consumption, high reliability of RFID devices; low-cost chip and reader; high-adaptive 

wireless communication technology, high confidentiality. The most prominent advantage 
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of RFID technology is non-contact reading and writing, distance from a few centimetres to 

dozens of meters, to recognize high-speed moving objects, strong security, and to identify 

multiple targets simultaneously [9]. 

2.4.4 RTLS (Real time location system) 

RFID is one of the several technologies used for asset tracking. Another prominent 

technology includes RTLS using sensors. Within the Smart factory several hub sensors 

located in different areas of the production line solve the purpose of being able to map 

different objects and movements. The purpose of using RTLS is to have technology that 

helps in understanding the flow of components, but also to gather, analyse and improve 

data. Using RTLS, geofencing is possible to ensure that the right tool is used in the right 

spot, and as a means of asset tracking by tracking the variant operator movement. Current 

market solutions use Wi-Fi to transmit the data to the cloud storage, but further 

development of 5G network can replace the unstable Wi-Fi with more stable and high speed 

cellular network.  

The challenges with using RTLS is mainly the speed of data transfer. With the current use 

of Wi-Fi, there is a latency issue of 3-5 seconds. In terms of safety of human-to-machine 

interface, it is almost called real time system. Although, the problem lies within the latency. 

In terms of maturity, RTLS is in its early stages but is getting more and more relevant for 

the industry. There have been some pilots in different industries and academia. 

2.4.5 Cloud manufacturing 

Often, when mentioning cloud manufacturing, one thinks of the existing networked 

manufacturing concept, also known as Internet-based manufacturing or distributed 

manufacturing. Although, today’s networked manufacturing is more referred to the 

integration of different resources and their effort when undertaking a task [Cloud 

Computing to Cloud Manufacturing]. Within cloud computing lies the idea of offering 

different computing resources as service in a convenient pay-as-you-go manner. Extending 

this idea to the manufacturing domain, has given birth to the concept known as cloud 

manufacturing. The advantages that comes with adapting cloud manufacturing is the 

logical and conducive sharing of a range of different types of resources within the 

manufactory, also recognizable as Manufacturing-as-a-Service (MaaS). This concept 

allows companies to obtain various services related to manufacturing through the internet 

in an effortless manner. The concept of cloud manufacturing has recently been introduced 

and since then there has been a growing interest in researching areas such as academia and 
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industry. Both areas have conducted and introduced definitions and background of their 

own, from different perspectives.  

Li et al. [9] has defined it as “a new networked manufacturing paradigm that organizes 

manufacturing resources (i.e. manufacturing cloud) according to customers’ requirements 

for providing on-demand manufacturing services through the Internet and cloud 

manufacturing platform”. Another definition given by Xu [9], “a model for enabling 

ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 

manufacturing resources (e.g. manufacturing software tools, manufacturing equipment, 

and manufacturing capabilities) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction”. There are many different definitions 

but none of them, including the ones mentioned above has been accepted as a standard one.  

 

These three categories can be described as overall participants within a cloud 

manufacturing system.  

Operator (Cloud provider) – Oversees the managing and maintaining of the cloud 

manufacturing platform. This operator is also in charge of updating and introducing new 

cloud manufacturing models to the system [9].  

Resource and service providers – In general, the Operator cannot own or control all the 

services and resources within the cloud but instead manages and owns the computing that 

is necessary for providing these. Therefore, resources and services come from different 

providers (e.g. enterprises) [9]. Within different industries they share and provide their 

Figure 2: The Operation principle, visualizing cloud manufacturing. [9] 
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resources and services to the cloud manufacturing system (platform) so that it is accessible 

for the different divisions within the company.  Depending on the different resource types 

and business models, the providers may have different amount of authority and control 

over the services [9].  

Resource and service consumers – The main goal of cloud manufacturing is to become a 

platform that provides on-demand manufacturing service to various consumers. The idea 

is that the consumers should send their requirements to the cloud manufacturing system 

and the system provides the service [9]. This service can be on a pay-per-use basis and is 

related to MaaS [15].  

For the cloud manufacturing activities, knowledge plays a crucial role, these could be 

activities such as: perception, virtualization, connection, encapsulation of manufacturing 

resources and capabilities, cloud service description, matching, searching, aggregation, 

composition, optimal allocation and scheduling of activities and different services. Even 

though there are some existing classifications of manufacturing resources, the common 

agreement is that there are two specifics that they are divided into, physical manufacturing 

resources and manufacturing capabilities.  Physical manufacturing resources comes into 

two areas, hard and soft. Hard consist of manufacturing equipment, computers, networks, 

servers, materials, logistics facilities etc., whilst soft includes applications, product design 

(and simulation software), analysis tools, models, data, standards, human resources such 

as personnel of different line of work and their knowledge, skills and background.  

For the implementation of cloud manufacturing system, there is a need for a system 

architecture that works as a guidance. Many researches have been made within system 

architecture and the proposed method consist of four to twelve layers. These layers consist 

of resource, perception, virtualization, cloud service, application, interface and there are a 

few supporting layers such as security, knowledge and communication [9]. Cloud 

manufacturing is on the rise and could revolutionize the manufacturing industry. 
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2.4.6 Edge Computing 

A new and emerging technology in relation to cloud manufacturing is edge computing. 

Edge computing denotes an open platform with many features such as networking, 

computing, storage, and application. Edge computing is performed at the network edge 

near to device or data source. Moreover, edge computing provides intelligent services that 

meet key requirements of intelligent manufacturing for agile connection, real-time 

processing, data cleaning, and privacy protection. [4] 

A manufacturing roadmap of IoT and edge cloud computing to address elastic and virtual 

manufacturing resources, which provides opportunities for real-time monitoring of 

production KPIs and smart inventory management is shown in Figure 4. Edge computing 

combines local processing and centralized data control, hence providing more autonomy 

in the industry. This mode provides an effective use of network bandwidth and ensures 

autonomy, security and robustness of manufacturing system. Figure 4 shows the generic 

architecture of edge computing. The middle layer is edge computing platform. The lower 

layer controls manufacturing equipment. 

Figure 3: The different layers of Cloud Manufacturing [9] 
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In terms of advantages, the upper layer reduces pressure to the core network. This model 

optimizes data transmission and provides support for application extension in the core 

network, while providing low latency, interoperability, ensuring autonomy and adaptability 

in the manufacturing equipment. Operation technology and information and 

communications technology are integrated using edge computing. The distributed control 

system provided by edge computing interacts with physical system with high stability. 

Additionally, embedded computing of terminal-side equipment is exploited to its full 

extent, providing autonomy of equipment with a disperse treatment. Communication and 

computing performances in distributed perception, decision-making and control will 

change significantly with the advancement in edge intelligence. [4] 

2.4.7 Advanced Data Analytics 

For an IoT system having automated decision-making capabilities based on the information 

gathered by the RTLS and other ICT platforms to function, the required architecture 

consists of a technology known as Big Data Analytics or Advanced Analytics. Advanced 

analytics is a mature technology and there are so many successful use cases within and 

outside the scope of production. To benefit from this effectively, one must identify the best 

possible use case, and collect data in order to effectively use this technology. There is a lot 

of data being generated from the production areas, but they are not being analysed and 

Figure 4: The generic architecture of edge computing [4] 
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monitored continuously. Automated decision-making is in the future, but gathering data, 

visualizing, and monitoring based on the real time data is possible with the right use cases.  

The current data generated by a production site is not effectively used for real time 

monitoring and analysis. Hence, there is a high scope for the output and maintenance 

schedules to be predicted more accurately by using advanced analytics. The basic 

interpretation of identifying the different possible outcomes of a process by controlling the 

different inputs helps in understanding the behaviour of the process and ways of 

improvement and optimization. The limitations of the use of this technology in the current 

day include the availability of data, traceability of data, and right competence of knowledge 

required to use this technology effectively for the use cases. In current production lines, 

where most processes are still manual, the data collection and accuracy are difficult to 

achieve. Similarly, traceability of the data arriving from different sources of data, which 

don’t have common connections is a big challenge. To effectively use the technology in 

production application, the competence of using the right data and creating the right 

processes and using the processes in the right manner to obtain results is a challenge.  

2.4.8 Conditional Monitoring  

Another application of advanced analytics and another medium of developing an IoT 

infrastructure is by developing a monitoring system to enable condition-based 

maintenance. There is a greater need to switch from preventive and time-based 

maintenance to condition based maintenance. In the current scenario, maintenance is done 

after the equipment, machinery or system fails or based on a strict time schedule 

irrespective of the usage. To change from this perspective to a more condition-based 

maintenance, the use of sensors, beacons and receivers help in obtaining the condition of 

the machinery in real time and calculate the point of failure and create a maintenance 

schedule based on the condition of the equipment, machinery or system under focus.  These 

sensors / beacons can be installed to track the vibration, temperature, position and other 

parameters of the machine components. Since it is a condition based preventive 

maintenance, there is no down time of production line, and the overall productivity 

increases. The challenges are the position of sensors on the equipment. Since, the position 

of the sensors is crucial for the accuracy of the data, and in some applications, positioning 

the sensor close to the source of the vibration is difficult, the data is not accurate and hence 

relying only on the sensor data is not very accurate in the current development. 
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2.4.9 Connected power tools 

In terms of increasing productivity, and creating a self-developing system, smart and 

connected power tools provide a platform to use advanced analytics to improve efficiency. 

Connected power tools refer to the power tools that are controlled by a controller or console 

which records the torque data and other parameters of the power tools for analysis. To 

independently analyse the use of power tools, the tightening data is required. The current 

market suppliers own the data and provide the analysis in a specific format. The provision 

of this data can be useful to be used in advanced analytics to predict the usage and 

maintenance issues.  The technology is still at its primary stages, and not so mature for 

industrial application. Depending on the tool usage data and further analysis, different 

combinations can be worked out and the most optimal solution of use case can be identified. 

This will help in increasing productivity and efficiency. In an assembly line, there are a lot 

of places where the power tools are being used, and there is scope for improvement in terms 

of ergonomics, quality issues, and in reducing rework and rejection. The challenges in 

developing this technology are that currently, all the users are relying on the supplier to 

provide the analysis and limited in terms of number of power tools that can be connected 

to a controller. The availability of data from the consoles is crucial for analysis and 

developing several use cases for quality and maintenance purposes.  

2.4.10 Digital Twin 

A technology to enable better monitoring functions and visualization for real-time decision 

making is to create a digital twin. Digitalization of all manufacturing aspects including 

products design, make, use and recycling/ re-use throughout their life cycle, as well as 

systems design, implementation, control/operation and redesign/recycle. Such realistic and 

useful mathematical and simulation models are often called Digital Twin and Digital 

Shadows. [12] Digital twin is defined as an integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, 

probabilistic simulation of a system which uses the best available physical model. [16] 

Digital twins has been used for simulation and the virtual commissioning of production 

and is described as a software model for the developing and testing of different 

configurations. However, there are other aspects towards digital twins, such as power flow 

optimization, energy optimization, etc. Digital twins are a realistic model on a current state 

of the process and behaviour of real objects with its structure and elements connected to it. 

Digital twins can be used for integration planning and resource allocation. 
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The purpose of Digital Twin is used for visualization of various platforms. This makes it 

easier to plan and analyse how a layout should look and how the flow of material or 

products move. It is currently described as a real time digital replica of a physical entity. 

Data is collected for advanced analytics and business intelligence. When there are changes 

made in the production facility, it can first be visualized in the digital twin, allowing for a 

pre-study and beforehand experience which makes it to easier to analyse.  

2.4.11 Modular Manufacturing Units 

With respect to autonomy of the production unit, several concepts and technologies support 

the means of achieving this. One such system is a modular manufacturing unit. From the 

aspect of modular manufacturing units, Fiasché et al. [28] proposed a modular-adaptive 

and self-contained reconfigurable robotic island to improve assembly capacity of the 

workshop, where flexible manufacturing ability was also enhanced by integrated 

management framework which controls and organizes the modular manufacturing unit. 

Further, Valente [38] proposed a vertical cyber physical integration of cognitive robots in 

manufacturing. The cognitive robots functioned on the background of intelligent 

manufacturing. ¨ 

When a complex manufacturing problem arises, the robots can analyse information 

uncertainty, manage the schedule accordingly and adjust the manufacturing behaviour. The 

level of advancement and independence of the modular manufacturing unit defines the 

intelligence level of a smart factory. The modular manufacturing units can work 

independently and deal with changeable and flexible scheduling. [4] 

2.4.12 Reconfigurable Production Line 

A technology that provides complete autonomy for the assembly line along the same trend 

as modular manufacturing is a reconfigurable production line. Current day market projects 

an unstable demand and high customization. To be able to meet this demand, the 

production-line process paths should be reconfigured, and manufacturing units should 

recombine dynamically. Accordingly, the smart manufacturing line will adjust the product 

type and the production capacity is changed in real-time. With an emphasis on reducing 

the complexity of reconstruction and increasing the recyclability of workbench, Kim et al. 

[29] proposed an application service to support the re-configurability of door trim assembly 

line, based on information and communication technology convergence.  
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Due to the variability, scalability and re-schedulable factor of a reconfigurable production 

line it can generate a large range of different products, thus forming the basis of flexible 

manufacturing. The current day problem of production line is strong specialty, and this can 

be reinforced by advance planning and control methods. A scheme for reconfiguration can 

be proposed by building a reconfigurable system to simulate the production line. The 

proposed scheme can be verified by the manufacturing scenario. To meet the market 

requirements in time, implementing a reconfigurable production line is necessary [4].  

2.4.13 Human Robot Collaboration 

On the contrast to complete autonomy, a technology that enables humans and robots to 

work together in a collaborative environment is human robot collaboration. In Human 

Robot collaboration, human and machines work hand in hand. The machine is used for the 

heavy lifting and routine tasks and the human does the more value adding and delicate 

work. In this environment, the operator is using more knowledge and competence than a 

regular operator who does simple manual tasks. The repetitive tasks can be handled by the 

robot, and the human focuses on more varying and value adding tasks. This technology is 

not yet mature for industrial application, since there is development needed in terms of 

safety measures. The first step is to build virtual fences instead of physical ones, with the 

use of sensors. HRC is beneficial in terms of ergonomics of the worker. Also, automating 

the assembly is a complex process and having full automation is not easily possible. The 

idea behind HRC is to let the operator work on the tasks that require the intelligence of a 

human, rather than on the routine mechanical tasks, such as heavy lifting, placing, which 

is handled by the robot. Compared to manual stations, HRC helps in increasing productivity 

and better quality of components assembled. There are certain challenges, including the 

safety, the materials and tools fixed on the robot, and the collaborative environment, which 

are being developed in the current scenario. 

2.4.14 Picking technology 

A collaborative robot can help in picking components and performing repetitive tasks. 

Whereas, for SMEs, investing in collaborative robots is a big investment which is not 

affordable. At the same time in production, there is always a process of picking parts to be 

assembled. With more and more introduction of variants, there is an increasing need for 

smarter picking solutions, since the area around the operator is limited, but the number of 

components and the variety of components is increasing. Today, in most manufacturing 

companies, it is still paper and pen, and developing technology to support this will help in 
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decreasing errors. A few of the relevant technologies that have been developed regarding 

picking include, pick to light, pick by voice, and pick by tablet.  

This technology is very mature and simple, and easy to implement in production lines. In 

assembly lines, 40% of the tasks to be done is picking various components, hence there is 

a huge scope to use these technologies to improve the time. One major challenge involved 

in using such highly detailed instruction is that with more control over the movements of 

the operator, there is a high risk of fatigue, and active brain activity is reduced. Hence, the 

process needs to be adapted to make the operator feel more active, and leadership which 

motivates this attitude is necessary to keep the workplace safe and active for the operators.  

2.4.15 VR (Virtual Reality) 

Now that the core technologies that change the entire industrial structure and functioning 

are discussed, the following technologies support the existing production and help in 

visualisation and providing a support for smarter process flow. Currently VR is being used 

to help with assembling and visualizing different 3D layouts of the production. The VR 

technology can be used as a tool to visualize, edit, and manage the production line and 

layout in a virtual environment before testing it in real-life scenario. VR can be used for 

training, layout design, visualization, design validation and product realization purposes. 

Combining VR with other interactive equipment such as Smart Gloves helps in increasing 

the reality of the interaction and the experience more realistic.   

VR is a quite mature technology. In training, it is easy to import the model of a truck or an 

assembly line, but a challenge exists in terms of competence and knowledge needed in 

making the training more interactive. VR is beneficial in terms of giving a new perspective 

on the process or the visualization. Multi user interface helps in bringing in different 

competences to work together, especially in terms of layout design, and digital test 

assembly process, where a production engineer, a design engineer and an ergonomics 

specialist can all analyse the process flow to optimize it and VR helps with better 

visualization. VR is mainly used in training and engineering preparation tool. AR on the 

other hand, can be useful in the line, in terms of work instructions, etc. VR can be used as 

a tool to evaluate things that aren’t in existence yet.  

There are certain challenges in using the technology effectively, which include, the 

competence necessary to use VR building software such as Unity to import design into a 

VR environment. Also, in terms of data communication, importing and exporting of files 

manually between different systems constantly is a big challenge. A virtual simulation 
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cannot precisely capture and visualize the uncertainties of the real-life scenario. Hence, the 

development of the technology is a continuous and adaptive process.  

2.4.16 Augmented Reality (AR) 

Another example of using a virtual environment for guidance is Augmented reality. 

Augmented reality is mostly used as a service tool where it can either assist in guiding or 

giving work instructions for the operator. AR is useful in providing work instructions for 

operators in the assembly line. For instance, beamers can be used to highlight the location 

of the right components in the right sequence. Laser can also be used for position tracking 

and quality checking.  

AR is not very mature, in terms of user friendliness, and the range of visibility. The range 

of visibility while using AR glasses is limited with the current development of the glasses. 

AR is beneficial in terms of guiding the operator regarding where to pick, where to place, 

and the best method to assemble efficiently.  The maturity is the biggest challenge in using 

this technology in production. The current applications can be in terms of maintenance, 

which requires less usage time.  

2.4.17 3D-scanning 

In order to create a virtual environment, a model of the existing production line is required. 

To capacitate the building of a model close to reality, 3D scanners prove to be adept. 3D 

Scanners operate by emitting different types of light beams on surfaces and capturing their 

returned reflection to measure the travelled distance. [30] The measurement point is 

defined as the representation of the object’s surface which has been captured along the 

beam direction. The object’s spatial position, the shape, geometry, and the reflectance value 

of the surface is stored in the measurement point [31]. This helps with the understanding 

how a current factory is set-up and could help in terms of improving space or process 

planning.  

The main challenge with the use of 3D scanning is the issue of documentation, since the 

factory layout is not frequently updated in the industries. Hence, the reality varies a lot 

compared to the digital design. The point clouds are the basic format and adapting the 

current design on this to obtain the variations in the design is difficult in the current 

development. In the current market maturity, 3D scanning can only serve the purpose of 

visualizing the layout as it is. With further development in 3D scanning, it could be the 

eyes of the computer in the future, with the use of the 3D scanner on an AGV and tagging 
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the different components automatically, the documentation can be fully automated, and it’ll 

help in structured and more realistic visualization of the factory and help in updating the 

digital twin. 

2.4.18 Smart AGVs (Automated guided vehicles) 

AGVs are the future of logistics mobility. The need for automation in logistics is met by 

AGVs. The technology is very mature, with a camera and proximity sensors on the AGVs, 

obstacle detection and routing can be automated. Once the map is uploaded to the AGV 

control platform, and the start and end points are programmed for the AGV, the rest is 

automated. In any industry, there is a need for logistics in various sectors of the assembly 

line, such as internal logistics from preassembly to assembly, which happens in shorter 

intervals of time, and with less components. Hence, the manual forklifts can be replaced 

by AGVs. During the transition, when a few AGVs are introduced, the interface will create 

a problem. The humans driving the forklifts might try to interfere with the route of the 

AGV and this causes delayed delivery, etc. The more AGVs added, the less manual driving, 

hence better overall asset management. Another major challenge is to create a fleet 

management system that can handle the AGV systems from different commercial suppliers 

and provide an easy platform for overall control.  

2.4.19 Telepresence (Remote Assistance) 

A cost effective and suited way of guidance for a manual assembly line is by remote 

assistance. A Segway and an iPad can be combined for the use of being able to allow a 

person that is absent from a certain location to be present in a more realistic way. By the 

effective use of Remote Assistance can reduce the number of staffs required for assembly 

line support and Andon response purpose, since a person from a remote location can move 

around in a production line and provide suggestions and guidance to the operators when 

help is requested.  

2.4.20 Vision System 

To ensure quality of products, an efficacious technology is the vision system. Vision 

system refers to the use of cameras and an integrated system architecture to guide a robot 

to pick the right parts, or for quality assurance to ensure the right components are picked 

or placed in the assembly. The purpose of this technology would be in terms of quality 

assurance of components. It can also be used for logistics and object picking. Areas that 

will be best of use for the vision system is logistics (for checking the right parts), kitting 
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(to pick the right parts) and assembly (quality checking). The challenges it faces is human-

interaction and the level of product type. The complexity of the product design plays a 

major role in affecting the quality assurance of the vision system. There are several market 

suppliers providing such as ATOS Scan box, or the technology can be can be custom made.   

The benefits of vision system include reducing the need for an operator and doing better 

quality checks which also leads to an increase in the level of quality and decrease in the 

level of rework. The technology is mature enough for the industry but is specific for 

different use case scenarios. With a higher variety and complexity of parts, the response 

time and the quality assurance can vary and be challenging for the right competence to 

develop a robust system.  

2.4.21 Screen on Arms (Smart phones) 

Screen on arms is ideal in the use of work instructions for the operators. A phone attached 

to the forearm using a sports armband is a smart and simple solution for easier use of 

instructions and verification procedures for the operator. This is an easier customized 

solution and can be fit with any shop floor management system. This reduces the time 

wasted by the operator in walking to the shop floor management screen to verify when the 

assembly process is done. Screen on arms for each operator and for the team leader supports 

easy communication and reduces time wasted in non-value adding process. 

Several technologies mentioned are mature and ready for application in the assembly line, 

while certain technologies require more development and investigation before adapting to 

the assembly line. The technologies related to smart manufacturing have been discussed. 

The product that has been used for the concept design is as crucial as the technologies 

selection, since a complex product consumes time and is restricted in ways of approach. 

Hence, a pedal car is used as a simple prototype for investigating the concept design. 

2.5 Pedal car  

This thesis is focused on the process of creating a methodology to adapt the smart 

manufacturing technologies to create a concept design of the assembly line. To efficiently 

do that, a prototype product, with a simple design is required in-order to investigate the 

technologies without factors limiting the scope of the study, such as complexities in the 

product design. Hence, an electric pedal car, was chosen as the product for the concept 

evaluation.  
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The pedal car is a symmetric product and consists of a simple process of assembly. The 

number of parts is low, and the number of variants is low. The process flow consists of a 

limited number of steps. The product is a simplification for the electric vehicles [37].  

 

The highlighted components are the parts of the electric pedal car that differentiates from 

the manual type. These components will be investigated, and they are a simplified 

representation of the move towards electrification of vehicles [37].  

They will make up for a change in the assembly line in the form of sequence, order and 

added time. As aforementioned, the move towards electrification of vehicles is on the rise 

and with that follows change in various departments and methods of working. Hence, 

Figure 5: Pedal Car [37] 

Figure 6: A visualization of the electrical components [37] 
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adapting a simple product to investigate the changes in the assembly line will prove 

beneficial for the electric vehicles production. In order to investigate these differences in 

the assembly line, and to realize and visualize the benefits of these technologies, use of 

different software tools is imperative.  

2.6 Software tools assisting in Assembly Line Design 

Assembly line design requires tools for analysis, visualization and validation. Hence, 

certain software tools were investigated and selected for 3 main purposes; Balancing and 

line management; process flow simulation; and layout visualization and design software. 

The selected software for the 3 different purposes are discussed below in brief, stating a 

generic outline of the basic functionalities, and options available in the software tool. The 

method of using it is discussed further in detail in methodology.  

2.6.1 AviX – Balancing and Line Management Software 

AviX is a software provided by Solme AB. AviX is a software tool that enables easier 

understanding of balancing and management of the production line. AviX is a factory 

management software that has several functions including process planning, resource 

balancing between work stations, managing product variations, performing FMEA (Failure 

Mode and Effects Analysis), measure ergonomic analysis, developing SMED (Single 

Minute Exchange of Dies) to reduce set-up times and minimize downtime and lastly 

supports a DFA – design for assembly, which is beneficial in realizing design issues early 

in the production cycle [19].  

This software will help in understanding to set a takt time for the different processes that 

are being used in the assembly lines that will be investigated. After having balanced out 

the different processes and seen in which sequence the different components are assembled, 

it is then possible to easily create work instruction sheets. It can also be used to add the 

machining time for each process [19]. 

2.6.2 ExtendSim – Assembly line Flow Simulation Software 

ExtendSim is simulation software created by Imagine That Inc., focusing on building, 

experimenting with, and analysing models. ExtendSim can be used for continuous process 

modelling, discrete event simulation or a more advanced simulation technology [36].  
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ExtendSim contains pre-built libraries of blocks for modelling and continuous analysis 

tasks. It also provides options for advanced resource management for complex resource 

requirements and allocation rules. ExtendSim can be used for discrete event simulation of 

each of the stations of the assembly line, including the cycle times, and adding stop times 

or maintenance times. This helps in simulating the scenario of a real time production unit 

and estimating the output for any given period. This tool is helpful in realizing the benefits 

and output rates of new designs of assembly lines, before the actual line is set up and run 

[36].  

2.6.3 Lay CAD – Layout Design Software 

Lay CAD is a factory layout design software created by Autodesk Inc. [35], customized 

for Scania CV AB. The software allows the designer to create different layers of design on 

the layout. The designs can be done in either 2D, or 3D. There are pre-defined libraries 

regarding the different industrial tools, equipment, installations, media, and other layout 

blocks required. There is also a freedom to define new blocks and use them in the layout 

design. This software is useful in visualizing the layout plan for the assembly lines. Also, 

Lay CAD is useful in visualizing the spatial arrangement of the different parts of the 

assembly line in 3D.  

After the different software are discussed, the next is to identify an effective scientific 

methodology for creating the various concepts. Several sources studied suggested the use 

of a few matrices which prove beneficial in developing and analysing the different 

solutions to select the most suitable solution for the use case.  

2.7 Matrices 

For the concept generation process, there are several scientific approaches. The methods 

define a specific rule for selecting the concept parameters and identifying the solutions. 

There are several qualitative analysis approaches as well. The investigation into these 

different methods led to the selection of the morphological matrix. The matrices used in 

the concept generation, and evaluation are discussed below. 

2.7.1 Morphological Matrix (Systematic Combination)  

A Morphological matrix is a traditional yet simple technique that helps for generating many 

different ideas, based on potential variations in a problem's characteristics. Often, one or 

several ideas are thought of but the way of approaching on how to do these are difficult 
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and this is where the morphological matrix is useful, it allows a designer to generate many 

different ideas [33].  

The classification matrix to which Zwicky [32] refers as the “morphological matrix” is 

useful when wanting to apply different solutions for a systematic combination. In which 

the sub functions (e.g. a process) and appropriate solutions (e.g. technologies), are entered 

in rows of a matrix. Although, if this matrix is to be used for the development of all the 

combinations possible, then at least one solution must be chosen for each sub function (that 

is, for every row) [32]. To generate all the combinations these solutions must then be 

combined systematically to constitute the different combinations.  

 

If there are 𝑚1(amount of) solutions for the sub function 𝐹1and 𝑚2 solution for the sub 

function 𝐹2, then after complete combination it gives 𝑁 = 𝑚1 ∙ 𝑚2 ∙ 𝑚3 … 𝑚𝑛 total 

combinations [32]. 

  

Figure 7: Combining solutions into: Combination 1: 𝑆11 + 𝑆22 + 𝑆𝑛2; Combination 2: 𝑆11 + 𝑆21 +

𝑆𝑛1 [32]. 
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2.7.2 Decision-making matrix 

The purpose of a decision-making matrix is to help make decisions that are justified and in 

which all the stakeholders have confidence. It is certainly important to ensure that others 

also understand the reasoning behind to which why a decision have been made, therefore, 

it is important to document them in a clear and structured way [34].  

When creating a decision-making matrix there are several criteria that needs to be 

considered in deciding. Depending on how the criteria has been identified it is essential to 

make decisions regarding those criteria as thoroughly as possible. A downside is to make 

the mistake of maximizing all criteria, which is not feasible. Maximizing one criterion is 

also not a good idea as this could restrict in failing to meet other important criteria. With 

respect to this, the” best” result almost always involves a design trade-off [34]. 

A decision-making matrix can go under several names and is used for many different 

purposes, but the main objective is to evaluate a model based on certain parameters. A few 

examples follow, Pugh - Decision-Making Matrix [20] or Weighted Decision Matrix [34] 

as these have their own systemized way of making a decision-making matrix. Although the 

main principle is to help making decisions based on certain criteria.  

To be able to measure and evaluate different concepts with different combinations of 

factors, a decision-making matrix helps in understanding how to add the weighted values 

of the different parameters. Based on these weights, the different parameters can be 

weighed, and a weighted ranking can be further done to select the best ranked solutions. 

Each alternative needs to be evaluated and treated consistently to ensure that a final 

comparison of all the alternatives is justifiable [34].  
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

This chapter presents the methodology that was followed during the thesis. This showcase 

the different stages of the thesis, from gathering of knowledge to applying different 

scientific theories. Lastly, visualizing how these the results of the method followed are 

applied in the real production line. The general method consists of 5 major components 

namely, (i) Concept Generation, (ii) Concept Visualisation, (iii) Concept Evaluation, (iv) 

Concept Selection, and (v) Concept Adaption.  

3.1 Literature Review  

The first step in the thesis is to understand the current scenario and to understand the 

different concepts, technologies, and topics related to smart manufacturing. To facilitate 

this, literature review was conducted. The main purpose of the literature review was to 

gather ample information to acquire good knowledge and understanding regarding the 

principal topic of the thesis: smart manufacturing and different technologies.  

3.2 Interviews 

In order to understand the industrial knowledge and to obtain a better understanding of all 

the technologies related to smart manufacturing, several interviews were conducted with 

employees working at the Scania CV AB. The interviews were qualitative and focused on 

understanding the technology in terms of purpose, maturity, benefits, limitations, 

challenges, implementation, and use cases in industry. The interview questions are attached 

in Appendix 1: Questionnaire for Interviews.   

3.3 Concept Generation  

Once the different theories, terminologies and technologies were understood based on the 

literature review and interviews, the next step is to create the different concept designs for 

the pedal car to investigate the different combinations of the smart manufacturing 

technologies. The concept designs are created based on the technologies discussed in 

Section 2.4 Smart Manufacturing Technologies and the technologies selected are relatively 

mature and ready for application.  
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This focus led to selecting specific technologies for each process of the assembly line, 

namely, logistics transport, product flow, component pickup, work instructions, quality 

check, monitoring, data collection, data storage, data processing, monitoring and 

assistance. Based on each area of application, the different options of technologies 

considered were listed in a morphological matrix, to create the different combinations. The 

aim of this approach is to select the best combinations of the technologies and to choose a 

set of concept designs that showcased all the different technologies at least once, to 

differentiate and discuss the benefits and disadvantages of each technology.  

Table 1: Morphological matrix for selecting combinations of the different technologies: 

Process Technologies/Solutions 

Ass. Sequence Battery in front Battery in end Balanced 

Logistics transport Forklifts AGVs  

Product flow Conveyors Robots Gantry/Floor AGV 

Station Fixed Flexible  

Component pickup Robots Co-bots Manual 

Operator Yes No  

Work Instructions Screen on arms AR – Scope AR  

Quality check Connected power tools Atos scan box Vision system 

Data collection RTLS   

Data storage Cloud   

Data processing Cloud   

Monitoring Digital twin   

Assistance Remote assistance AR  

Based on the morphological matrix, different combinations of the technologies (concept 

designs) were created. The next step is to filter the concept designs and select the best 

suited concepts. In order to do that, filtering and a decision-making matrix were done. The 

concepts were filtered with respect to certain constraints that were based on feasibility, 

safety, investments, maturity, and complexity of use. The constraints used are: 
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• AGVs and forklifts can’t function effective in the same environment since human 

interaction is not measurable and unpredictable. This uncertainty in the human 

interaction causes accidents and interruption. Thus, combinations with AGVs and 

forklifts together in the assembly line are filtered.   

• Augmented Reality is a technology in development, and hence, glasses that support 

both work instructions and assistance is not developed in the current market 

maturity. Thus, combinations having AR for both Work Instructions and Assistance 

are filtered.   

• As discussed earlier, AR is a developing technology, and using AR for supporting 

the operator with component picking that is done manually is not an efficacious 

combination due to the uncertainties possible in manual work. Thus, combinations 

with AR for work instructions and Manual Component Picking are filtered.  

• The major factor of consideration while considering robots in the same environment 

as manual operators is safety. It is not a safe environment for an operator to work 

in the surrounding environment of a robot without safety fences. Thus, the 

combinations consisting of Robots for Product Flow, and Manual operators are 

filtered.    

This filtering resulted in a selected number of concept designs. These were then ranked 

based on several factors. The ranking was carried out in two steps. In the first step, each 

technology was ranked based on a ranking scale of 0 – 2. This ranking was done in relation 

to certain factors specific to the characteristics of an assembly line namely, skill of 

operators, setup time & complexity, maturity, cost, reliability / up time, and safety. This 

ranking was done in relation to the other technologies in the same section and not based on 

an absolute ranking in relation to a baseline. See Table 2 for the weights guide.   

Table 2: The Weights guide followed for ranking each technology 

Weights 2 0 

Skill of operators Low skills needed High skills needed 

Setup time / Complexity Low setup time& complexity High setup time & complexity 

Maturity Highly mature Not so mature 

Cost Low cost High cost 

Reliability / Up time Highly reliable Not so reliable 

Safety Highly safe Not so safe 
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Based on these rankings, the different technologies were given weights in relation to other 

technologies in the same process, as stated in Table 3.  

Table 3: Ranking Matrix for each technology 

Process Technologies 
Skills of 

operators 

Setup-time 

/Complexity 
Maturity Cost 

Reliabilit

y/Up time 
Safety Total 

Logistics 

transport 

Forklifts 1 2 2 0 1 1 7 

AGVs 2 1 1 2 2 2 10 

Product 

Flow 

AGVs 2 1 1 2 2 2 10 

Conveyors 1 1 2 1 1 1 7 

Robots 

Gantry 

/Floor 

1 0 2 0 2 2 7 

Componen

t pickup 

Robots 0 0 2 0 2 2 6 

Co-bots 0 0 1 1 2 1 5 

Manual 2 2 2 1 1 1 9 

Work 

Instruction

s 

Screen on 

arms 
2 1 1 2 1 2 9 

AR 2 1 0 1 1 1 6 

Quality 

check 

Connected 

Power tools 
2 2 2 2 1 1 10 

Atos Scan 

box 
1 1 1 0 1 2 6 

Vision 

System 
2 0 1 1 1 2 7 

Assistance 

Remote 

Assistance 
2 2 2 2 1 1 10 

AR 1 1 1 1 2 2 8 

Operator 
Yes 1 2 2 0 1 1 7 

No 2 0 1 2 2 2 9 

Using the weights from Table 3, the next step is to rank the different concepts based on 

these ranks.  The strategy used to select the final concepts from the ranked order is based 

on the motive of selecting the concepts in a manner to showcase all the technologies in the 

selected combinations and to select the best ranked combinations possible that showcases 

the different technologies. The final concepts were selected based on the aforementioned 

strategy and also based on ranking.  
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3.4 Concept Visualization 

The factory layout software, Lay CAD was learnt based on some training exercises 

provided by Scania CV AB. The training included creating blocks in 2D, 3D, creating 

machines in 3D, attaching different layers on the layout design, creating a conveyor flow, 

adding robots, safety fences, overhead conveyors, workstations, component storage shelves 

and pallets, adding AGVs and routing, etc. This training gave a better understanding of the 

software and the methodology of working with the software.  

 

After the training, the software was used to create models of the final concepts, to showcase 

how the assembly line is visualised.  The models were created in 3D environment to obtain 

spatial, media and infrastructural constraints. During the design of the assembly line, the 

safety aspects and layout design regulations were strictly followed to create a realistic and 

plausible concept design.   

Figure 8: Lay CAD training exercise 
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3.5 Concept Evaluation 

In order to evaluate the final concepts, a strategy was needed to be formulated. To optimize 

the assembly line first and create a more realistic model for evaluation, line balancing was 

done for the different processes of assembling the electric pedal car. The product flow times 

were added to differentiate the concepts in terms of productivity. This followed by a 

simulation aided in calculating the productivity of the different concept designs.    

3.5.1 Line Balancing - AviX 

In AviX, five new processes that differentiated the electric pedal car from the manual pedal 

car, were added to the existing process plan. The first draft shows the original four stations 

that consist of the process for assembling the manual pedal car and the fifth station consists 

of the processes for adding the electrical components. This visualisation helps in 

identifying the time taken for the assembly of the pedal car, and areas of improvement in 

the process plan. This leaves room for balancing and a more defined and feasible takt time 

for the pedal car, including the electrical components.  

 

The timings provided here are the value adding times and this is not a realistic depiction 

for evaluating the assembly line. Hence, the machine time for product flow was added, to 

be more realistic. Thus, machine times were recorded based on the assembly line in a real 

Figure 9: AviX – Before Balancing 
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production. The times were calculated and approximated to add the product flow timings. 

The times were recorded based on 5 observations of the assembly line in production unit 

using stop watch and averaged out to obtain an approximated value. The time for the 

conveyor to move between the stations while the station is waiting is estimated to be 

approximately 7,6 seconds. The time taken by the robot to move the components in the 

fully automated assembly line, is approximated as 3,8 seconds. AGVs are rather faster in 

product movement, in the straight path. Hence, 3,1 seconds is approximated to be the time 

for the AGV movement. These machine times were added to the AviX balancing to make 

the timing more accurate and then, the processes are balanced.  

The next step would be to balance the sequencing of the different stations and processes 

with focus on ergonomics and in a way that there is no hinderance for further assembly 

processes during the sequencing. Also, so that it could best meet the demand in the given 

time.   

The major strategy followed in balancing was the rule of assembling the components from 

inside to out. The components are assembled in the sequence that the components present 

in the most interior parts of the pedal car are assembled first, following the components on 

the outside. For instance, the frame and steering links are assembled before the tires are 

assembled. This helps in efficient assembling process, since the outer most components 

will hinder the assembly of the components on the inner side. Based on this master 

sequencing strategy, the line balancing for the different concept designs were done to 

estimate the takt time of each concept, and to use the cycle times of the different stations 

for flow simulation.  

 

3.5.2 Flow Simulation - ExtendSim 

Once the assembly process is balanced and the stations are divided and takt time is provided 

for the assembly line, the next step is to evaluate the productivity of the assembly line. The 

assembly stations are simulated on ExtendSim, with stop times of an average of 8% of the 

total run time. This value is obtained from the production line used earlier to record the 

machine times.  
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As shown in the Figure 10 the simulation is very simple with the cycle times from AviX 

for each station and the stop time is assumed to be added for the whole line, by placing it 

on one of the stations. The simulation gives a rough estimation of the number of products 

assembled in the selected run time. The run time is estimated as 13,73 hours a day, which 

accounts for 2 shifts in a working day for each operator. The shutdown is linked to the first 

station as shown in the Figure 10. The statistics of each of the assembly line is linked to an 

Excel file, for the data to be exported at the end of each simulation. The results of the 

simulation are used to evaluate the different concept designs to identify the productivity 

and other benefits.  

3.6 Concept Selection 

Once the concepts were finalized and evaluated based on the productivity and takt time, a 

qualitative analysis was done based on specific parameters that characterize the assembly 

line and its properties, namely, Productivity, Investments, and Risk Factors. Based on these 

3 different parameters, the concepts are discussed and the concept that has the best 

characteristics in terms of these parameters were chosen, i.e., high productivity, low 

investments, and low risk factors. To make the focus uncomplicated, the concept was 

chosen based on the demands of the assembly line under consideration, i.e., the powertrain. 

This assembly line is in development stage, and hence the product demand is 

indeterminable, and the budget is restricted. Thus, the final selection of the concept to be 

adapted was chosen based on these constraints in mind and from the results of the 

qualitative analysis.  

Figure 10 : ExtendSim simulation of the assembly process 
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3.7 Concept Adaption to Assembly Line  

Once the final concept that best meet the criterions for adaption was selected, the 

requirements and demands for the assembly line under consideration was investigated and 

the concept was adapted with the restrictions and constraints laid by the assembly line in 

mind. The concept adaption is done at Scania CV AB to investigate the capacity of 

XXXXX products / year in a powertrain assembly line, using Smart manufacturing 

technologies.  

Due to confidentiality reasons, the product details have not been mentioned. This includes 

other sensitive information that could somehow jeopardize the product or the company. 

To be able to better understand the project, the current state of the assembly line was 

studied. This included a deep investigation focusing on areas such as the process flow, the 

different technologies used, restrictions, bottle necks and the capacity of the logistics. To 

effectively understand the challenges and to gain insight from the industrial expertise, 

observations and short interviews were conducted.  

During the current state study, the process times for the different stations were provided in 

excel files. To effectively visualize the different processes and assembly sequence, a 

structured representation of the process times on AviX was done. The deep investigation 

into the current state revealed the various constraints existing in the assembly line. Several 

constraints in terms of each part of the assembly line existed and these constraints limited 

the adaptability of the concept design. The technologies that comes with the chosen concept 

were evaluated and decided. To best choose the different technologies, it was important to 

understand the restrictions of the assembly line and the product. Some technologies were 

more feasible than others, therefore, some were excluded, and others replaced.  

The restrictions varied from investments to layout regulations. One such restriction is that 

the logistics control was central and cannot be localised for the specific assembly line. 

Thus, adopting a different solution for logistics was not applicable unless the entire chain 

of logistics control is changed, which is a huge investment. Similarly, the area available for 

the assembly line was very limited. Thus, introducing all technologies was impractical for 

the application. With these restrictions in place, the different technologies from the concept 

were investigated and the applicable technologies were selected to be implemented. After 

realizing the current state and understanding the frame work within which the concept was 
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to be adapted, the next step was to investigate the process plan and evaluate the line to 

achieve the required capacity.  

In order to evaluate the process plan and identify the process times of the stations, a model 

on AviX was created.  Based on the process plan, it showed that the current state consists 

of 3 stations namely, press, assembly, and testing. With this capacity, the assembly line 

was not fully optimized and there was scope of improvement in multiple ways.  

To achieve a capacity of XXXXX products / year, the takt time needed is, (60 min/hour x 

6,865 hours/shift x 2 shifts/day x 226 days/year) / XXXXX products = yy,xx minutes. With 

this takt time, the processes were divided into stations and balanced to achieve the capacity. 

The master sequence and the precedence of assembly procedure were maintained, since a 

modification in the assembly strategy would require thorough investigation into the product 

properties and design.  

Based on the process times from AviX and to achieve a takt time calculated as stated above, 

the line was balanced, and the resulting process times were used in ExtendSim to evaluate 

and verify if the proposed solution would meet the demand of XXXX products / year. Once 

the process times were finalized and evaluated to verify the capacity, the proposed 

assembly line was investigated based on the different parameters such as Staffing, logistics, 

Process and Product Flow, Investments, Layout and Risk Assessment. The investigation 

and the results obtained from each parameter was recorded and a clear structured document 

stating the proposed solution and an investigatory discussion was prepared for the 

company.   

3.7.1 Staffing 

With the increase in the number of stations for developing a higher capacity assembly line, 

the need for an increase in staffing was evident. To calculate the number of operators 

required in the line, the following assumptions were made: 

- One operator is assumed to work 226 days per year. 

- The takt time of the assembly line is calculated to be 20,68 minutes. 

- The operators should work 2-shifts. At the morning shift, they work 34,26 hours a 

week and at the evening shift 34,40 hours a week. This is 6,865 hours per day for 

each operator (((34,26+34,40)/2)/5). 
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Using these assumptions and based on the process plan from AviX the number of operators 

required was calculated.  

3.7.2 Logistics 

Logistics area was evaluated, and improvements were proposed, giving more of a 

standardized approach and the need for less usage of storages with respect to the current 

stage. Depending on which components were used in certain areas, it was clear that the 

heavier components were placed near to the beginning of the flow. The amount of time 

needed for refilling of these components and the daily capacity was calculated and a new 

storage solution was proposed.  

In the current state, the stations were located at a distance from the logistics storage and 

thus the operators had to walk frequently to bring parts or components. This showcased the 

fact that the need for structure in the assembly stations were evident. The major reason for 

this being that the organization of components in the shelves were not fully optimized.  

3.7.3 Processes and product flow 

Based on the process plan finalized on AviX, the process steps, the product flow, and the 

details of the assembly line were briefly analysed. The distribution of the processes into 

the stations, the arrangement and movement of components and products throughout the 

assembly line was all planned. The movement of the product from different stations, the 

equipment needed, the major work distribution of the operators, the precautions, 

assumptions, and remarks on the process flow were investigated briefly.  

3.7.4 Investments 

A cost estimation was made to evaluate the cost of investing in new equipment and 

technologies. This was done only regarding the new investments that were proposed. The 

cost estimates were based on costs from different sources, including online prices, 

quotations from other projects within the company, and estimates based on expert opinions.  

3.7.5 Layout 

The proposed area was a redesign of the current state and the technologies were added to 

the layout. The layout was designed in Lay CAD to provide a clear visualization of the 

assembly line. Some technologies could not be showcased in the layout because there were 

no finished block models ready for them, and some had to be adapted for the layout. The 
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Layout shows the product flow and the how the equipment is arranged by taking into 

account the dimension and safety distances required. The layout restrictions were 

considered and strictly followed while evaluating and designing the proposed layout to 

create a realistic solution that is applicable based on the company’s requirements.  

3.7.6 Risk Assessment 

A preliminary risk assessment was made for identifying possible risks, including the level 

of severity, occurrence and mitigation plans have been discussed in brief. The risk 

assessment was made to have a basic understanding of the more common risks that can 

occur in an assembly area. The risk assessment was focussed only on the technologies that 

were proposed, since the scope of an entire assembly line is multi-layered and considering 

the interaction between every element of the assembly line was not possible in the given 

time frame. Within the risk assessment, a risk matrix was made to see how severe the 

different risks were depending on how often they occur.  
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3.8 Overall Methodology 

To summarize the overall methodology followed in this thesis, the following Figure 11 

portrays the comprehensive schema.  

Figure 11: Overall Methodology 
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Chapter 4  

Results and Discussion 

This chapter showcases the various results that were obtained. This includes the results 

from the methodology. This chapter is divided into the same sections as the methodology, 

and discussing the different results obtained in each section. It also includes discussion 

about the concept selection and the strategy and reasoning that led to this decision. Finally, 

the research questions formulated in Chapter 1 – Introduction, are answered.  

4.1 Concept Generation  

The concept generation provided several results along the progress. To concisely state the 

results from the steps followed: 

• Morphological Matrix: Based on morphological matrix, the different 

combinations were listed. A total of 228 combinations were developed. See 

Appendix 2: Concept Generation Table. 

• Filtering: Based on the constraints, the 228 combinations resulting from 

Morphological Matrix were filtered and it resulted in 62 concepts with different 

combinations of technologies. See Appendix 3: Concept Filtering Table. 

• Decision Making Matrix: A decision making matrix was created to evaluate and 

rank the different concepts. The decision-making matrix resulted in a weight for 

each concept. The concepts were then sorted based on the weights. See Appendix 4 

: Concept Decision Making Matrix. The strategy followed as mentioned in Section 

3.3 Concept Generation is on the motive of selecting the concepts in a manner to 

showcase all the technologies and also to select the best ranked combination of 

concepts possible that allows for portraying all the technologies. This selection 

resulted in 4 different concept designs that showcased all the technologies and also 

had a high rank in the decision-making matrix. The concepts were named based on 

the main purpose of using all the technologies, namely, (i) Manual Concept, (ii) 

Mixture Concept, (iii) Flexible Concept, and (iv) Fully Automated Concept as 

shown in Table 4.  
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Table 4: Final Concepts selected based on Ranking 

Process Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 Design 4 Current 

State 

Ass. 

Sequence 

Battery in 

front 

Battery in end Balanced Balanced Current 

State 

Logistics 

transport 

Forklifts AGVs AGVs AGVs Forklifts 

Product flow Conveyors Conveyors AGV Robots Gantry 

/ Floor 

Manual 

Station Fixed Fixed Flexible Fixed Fixed 

Component 

pickup 

Manual, Pick 

by light 

Co-bots Co-bots Robots Manual 

Operator Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Work 

Instructions 

Screen on 

arms 

Screen on 

arms 

AR - Scope 

AR 

NA Paper, pick 

to light 

Quality check Vision 

System 

Connected 

power tools 

Connected 

power tools 

Atos scan box Manual 

checking 

Data 

collection 

RTLS RTLS RTLS RTLS NA 

Data storage Cloud Cloud Cloud Cloud Paper 

Data 

processing 

Cloud Cloud Cloud Cloud Manual 

Monitoring Digital twin Digital twin Digital twin Digital twin Manual, 

Andon 

Assistance Remote 

Assistance 

AR Remote 

Assistance 

Manual Andon, 

Manual 

Name of 

Concept 

Manual Mixture Flexible Automated Current 

State 

Upon observing the Decision-Making Matrix (Appendix 4 : Concept Decision Making 

Matrix), it is evident that the concepts selected are not the highest ranked concepts. Rather, 

the selected concepts are dispersed in the table and not of the same rank. This decision is 

based on the strategy followed. The main focus is to portray the different technologies in 

the selected concepts. Also, the highest ranked concepts are quite similar to each other and 

thus the distinction is not apparent. In order to fulfil the aforementioned objective, the 

concepts were selected considering the difference between ranking to be as minimal as 

possible. Since, the next step is to evaluate the concepts based on a qualitative analysis, 

concepts having uniform scores create a foundation for uniform and unbiased evaluation.  
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4.2 Concept Visualization 

The layouts of the four final concepts designs were modelled in Lay CAD. The top view 

of the layout is depicted below. To view the entire assembly line in 3D and an isometric 

view of a station in each of the concept design, refer Appendix 5 : Concept Visualisation.  

4.2.1 Manual Concept 

 

This concept is named as Manual Concept since most of the processes involve manual work 

load. The assembly stations are manual, components are picked and assembled by the 

operator. The logistics is handled by forklifts and operators. The product flow is by a 

conveyor. There is a vision system at the center of the assembly process to scan the product 

for quality assurance. The concept visualization does not depict certain technologies, such 

as pick by light, RTLS, screen on arms, cloud, and remote assistance. This is due to the 

fact that either the technologies are not physical entities, the dimensions of the technologies 

are not proportionate to the entire assembly line or due to the unavailability of blocks in 

Lay CAD that depict the technology accurately.  

Figure 12: Manual Concept Layout Design - Top View 
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4.2.2 Flexible Concept 

 

Flexible assembly line is best used in assembly lines where the demand is unstable and the 

capacity needs to be dynamically reconfigured constantly. The use of AGVs for product 

flow and logistics provides flexibility to reorganize the assembly line, increase or decrease 

the number of stations based on demand, and provides a completely flexible assembly line. 

The AGVs are controlled by a centralized fleet management system. No fixed structures 

and installments in the ceiling and floor are required, making it easier to move the assembly 

line and reorganize upon stipulation. The collaborative robots (cobots) assist the operator 

in picking the components and performing repetitive tasks. Connected power tools are used 

for quality control and to implement continuous improvement by monitoring the torque 

data. The concept visualization does not depict certain technologies, such as connected 

power tools, RTLS, cloud, AR glasses and remote assistance.  

 

  

Figure 13: Flexible Concept Layout Design - Top View 
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4.2.3 Mixture Concept 

 

Once the manual and flexible concepts are visualized, the mixture concept is depicted in 

Figure 14. The concept is named as mixture since it is a mix of both manual and flexible 

concept, i.e., the product flow is on conveyors ( similar to manual concept), while the 

component picking is by cobots, the logistics is handled by AGVs, and quality control is 

ensured by connected power tools (similar to flexible concept). When observed as an 

evolving industrial development in terms of technologies, the manual is the first step from 

current state assembly lines, followed by mixture, where certain technologies are modified, 

followed by a flexible concept, where further technologies are replaced, and finally, fully 

automated concept, where all processes are automated. The concept visualization does not 

depict certain technologies, such as connected power tools, RTLS, screen on arms, cloud, 

and remote assistance.  

  

Figure 14: Mixture Concept Layout Design - Top View 
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4.2.4 Fully Automated Concept 

 

As the name suggests, this concept is aimed to be a fully automated assembly line. AGVs 

provide the logistical infrastructure, a floor robot picks the product and places on a fixture 

near the station, and a universal robot performs the different assembly processes at each 

station, and a floor robot between each station moves the product after each takt. To ensure 

the quality, an ATOS Scan Box is placed at the end of the line. The assembly line is fully 

automated and requires minimal human intervention only in case of malfunctions and 

maintenance issues. The concept visualization does not depict certain technologies, such 

as RTLS, cloud, and manual assistance.The different concepts are visualized thus providing 

a means to differentiate the concepts and select the final concept based on an unbiased 

evaluation.  

  

Figure 15: Fully Automated Concept Layout Design - Top View 
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4.3 Concept Evaluation 

4.3.1 Line Balancing - AviX 

4.3.1.1 AviX – Balancing the processes 

 

After balancing and re-arranging the processes to a new sequence, the takt time is set to 66 

seconds. As shown in Figure 16, the processes are balanced among 6 stations. The master 

sequence followed is “Inside out”. 

4.3.1.2 Testing the Assembly sequence 

In order to verify whether there are any collisions or clashes between certain parts and 

processes when applying the new sequencing order, the electric pedal car was assembled 

following the new sequence and the electric parts.  The sequencing showed that there are 

no collisions and the processes follow the precedence without any hinderance. 

Figure 16: After balancing on AviX 
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4.3.1.3 Machine times added to the different concepts 

Having added the machine times for each assembly line the different lines varied in the 

time taken to assemble, thus affecting the takt time. (See Appendix 7: AviX Balancing 

Sheets). This is because the difference between a fully automated line and a manual line is 

significant as robots do not undertake the same number of processes as an operator, e.g. 

checking if a screw is placed in the correct area.  

Figure 17: Testing the assembly sequence 

Figure 18: Visualization of the final concepts in AviX, including machine times 
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A robot is pre-programmed to set certain screws to correct areas and therefore, no extra 

check being needed. This saves time and allows for a reduction in the total takt. Also, the 

conveyor  

4.3.2 Flow Simulation - ExtendSim  

The simulation of the concepts Based on the results from AviX and the simulation on 

ExtendSim, the results are tabulated and shown in the Table 5.   

Table 5: Results from Evaluation of the Concept Designs 

Concept Design Takt Time (Seconds) Total Output / Day (Nos.) 

Automated 44 1119 

Flexible 68 680 

Manual 74 621 

Mixture 74 621 

The table shows that while Manual and Mixture concept designs had same results, the 

Flexible and Fully Automated have a better output compared to the other concept designs.  

4.4 Concept Selection 

With the results of the evaluation by line balancing and flow simulation, the final concepts 

were analysed by a qualitative approach based on 3 parameters: Productivity, Investments 

and Risk Factors.  

4.4.1 Productivity 

Based on productivity, the best results are obtained from automated concept, which is 

relatable. Since, there is less human interference and the tasks are repetitive, the robots can 

be programmed to do the tasks swiftly. This provides the faster takt, hence producing 

higher output. The manual and mixture concepts have comparatively the highest takt time, 

since the conveyor movement is slow, and the human factor accounts for a higher time to 

do certain tasks. This requires checking, and manual quality inspections, thus the higher 

time for each station. The flexible concept gives relatively good results. The reason being 

the use of smart AGVs for product flow, and the co-bots which help in assembling the 

products in an efficient way. 
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4.4.2 Investments 

The only factor in investments that were considered are the initial investments. The initial 

investments for the automated concept will be the highest since, the purchase, installing 

and setup of all the robots and the process flow will be a time-consuming process and 

requires higher investment. The manual concept comparatively has the lowest initial 

investment, since most of the work is carried out by operators, hence the investment in 

equipment and machinery is low. The mixture concept has comparatively higher 

investment costs, since the purchase and setup of the co-bots are higher. The use of 

conveyors and other equipment increases the initial investment. The flexible line, has an 

initial investment comparable with mixture concept, since the machinery such as co-bots 

are similar to mixture concepts. Instead of conveyors for product flow, the use of AGVs 

also has a requirement for initial investment. Thus, comparatively, the fully automated line 

has the highest investments, the manual has the lowest investments, and the mixture and 

flexible concepts have comparatively medium investments. 

4.4.3 Risk Factors 

The risk factors discussed in this analysis only include the risks related to the productivity 

of the assembly line. It does not include the risks associated with maintenance, safety, and 

other factors. With this under consideration, the fully automated concept is a low risk 

process, since there is no human factor for errors involved and the robots perform repetitive 

tasks at the fixed quality and productivity. The manual concept involves human factors to 

a high scale and thus is a medium risk factor since humans are more prone to errors and 

strict quality checks are required. This affects the productivity directly. The same applies 

for the mixture concept. Although the human factor is reduced in mixture concept, the fixed 

speed of conveyors reduces the productivity significantly, compared to the fully automated 

concept. With regards to the flexible concept , the human factor is comparatively less than 

manual concept. However, the use of AGVs in product flow involving humans also has the 

risk of unwanted stoppage due to interference, and thus affecting productivity. Thus, both 

flexible and mixture design have medium risk factors.  
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Table 6: Results of the Qualitative Analysis of the Concepts 

Concept Design Productivity Investments Risk Factors 

Manual Design Low Low Medium 

Flexible Design Medium Medium Medium 

Mixture Design Low Medium Medium 

Automated Design High High Low 

The Table 6 shows how the different concept designs vary in terms of the three main 

parameters discussed. When observed, the automated design has high disadvantages in 

terms of investments, but provides a high productivity. The manual design is optimal in-

terms of investments and risk factors, but the productivity is low and is fixed. Mixture 

concept is also better in terms of investments and risk factors. The disadvantage of all the 

three aforementioned concepts is that the productivity is fixed and is not reconfigurable 

since the assembly line is fixed and the process flow is standardized.  

For the use case of the powertrain assembly line, the main constraints in terms of these 

factors are that the investments must be minimal and the productivity must be increased, 

while keeping risks to be the same or lower. The flexible concept is the best ranking in 

terms of all the factors considered for the use case The productivity is better than the 

manual design, which closely describes the current scenario of the powertrain assembly 

line, and the added advantage is that flexible line can be reconfigured to vary the capacity 

based on market demand. The investments are average compared to automated, and the 

risk factors are the same as manual, as discussed in the previous section. The powertrain 

assembly line is in development stage and the demand and process flow is being updated 

continuously and the flexible concept is the easiest to reconfigure in terms of these factors. 

Hence, the flexible concept design, is chosen based on this qualitative analysis.  

4.5 Concept Adaption to Assembly Line  

From the results of Concept Selection, the flexible concept is adapted to the assembly line. 

The flexible concept seemed to best meet the restrictions and requirements of the assembly 

line. Currently the demand for the product is low but the demand for the product is 

forecasted to variably increase in the future. Since the demand is unstable, a flexible 

production line best meets the requirement. However, the concept was not directly adapted. 

Several restrictions lead to adapting certain technologies. For instance, AR glasses were 

prohibited in the company, since the vision is limited, and this hinders the operator’s safety. 

Therefore, Screen on Arms is used for work instructions. Also, collaborative robots (Co-
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bots) were excluded from the concept due to budget constraints. Since the logistics 

planning is a part of the entire assembly area in the company, adapting AGVs to one 

particular area was not benefitting, thus AGVs are not adapted for logistics.  

The current state clearly showed that the assembly line is in a development stage, allowing 

for a wide span of improvements to be done. A clear understanding of the assembly process 

and operator movement showed that the operators must frequently walk to the logistics 

shelves located far from the assembly station. This led to reorganizing the layout to 

improve the access to components.   

Upon evaluating the process plan on AviX, the processes in the three stations were 

balanced among 8 stations: Two press stations, four assembly stations, and two testing 

stations. Based on the takt time calculation, the processes in each station must be under 

xy,yy minutes. This model of line balancing resulted in a takt time of yy,xx minutes, well 

within the required takt time. The Figure 19 shows the main stations and each of their 

respective substation.  

The flow simulation on ExtendSim produced a capacity of approximately XXXXX 

products / year. Upon applying a stop time of 8 %, the output resulted in approximately 

YXXYX products / year.  This shows that the process plan is preliminary and a deeper 

analysis into each step of the assembly process is crucial for improving the assembly line. 

A deep investigation will result in a more optimised process plan.  

Firstly, in the current state, the installation of the equipment is not completed.  Due to these 

delays, several process times were required to be assumed, for e.g., the test rig process 

timing is an assumption based on expert opinion. Thus, the test rig stations have a buffer 

time of 4 minutes to accommodate this uncertainty.  

The process times of pressing and testing operations is not optimized. There are scopes of 

improvements. Also, certain cycle times and process times are estimates, hence the real 

time and scope of improvement is yet to be investigated. Increasing productivity is not only 

based on implementing smart manufacturing technologies, rather developing optimized 

Figure 19: Proposed solution for Assembly Process Flow 
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process plan and implementing continuous improvement. Implementing an automated 

solution for loading and unloading of the test rig will improve the cycle time for testing. 

The pressing operations include intermittent assembly steps, which can be performed by a 

support station. Hence, dividing the pressing processes into two stations. One station acts 

as the support station, by moving the components required for pressing, assembling the 

components on the fixture, moving components to the press, and performing intermittent 

assembly processes on the pressed parts. The second station is the press machine, where 

pressing of components is done, and the product is mounted on the AGV after all the 

pressing operations are completed.  

Staffing calculations resulted in eight operators for one shift. One operator working in each 

station is necessary to achieve the capacity. Two operators work in the press area as 

described earlier. Four operators work in the four assembly stations, and two operators 

work in the test rig. One operator loads and unloads the product onto the test rig, and one 

operator performs the tests.  

The logistics area had several scopes of improvement. The arrangement, capacity 

calculations and a proposed solution resulted in an optimized solution. The reorganizing of 

the components resulted in reduction of the logistics storage required.  

In terms of layout, the area is very restricted for high volumes. As aforementioned, the time 

to retrieve the components from logistics shelves to the stations can be significant. Thus, 

the arrangement of the stations is placed closer to the logistics shelves. The use of pick to 

light helps in optimizing the components picking time significantly. Several layout 

restrictions for electrical equipment, safety standards, operator free space, and product flow 

were considered in the design of the layout.  

In regard to the risk assessment, the risk matrix shows that some of the risks involve failure 

of specific technologies and the others, the interaction between these technologies. Based 

on the risk assessment, it is evident that the system continues to function beyond the failure 

of one technology. Thus, ensuring the company that the investments into the technologies 

is safe and does not cause an alarm for improper functioning due to technological failures.  

The document addresses the issues, restrictions, the proposed solution, and the benefits and 

disadvantages of the proposed solution and the technologies used. This document will serve 

as a guideline for the company to evaluate the processes and adapt the proposed solution. 

Several recommendations for improving the assembly line to achieve a capacity of more 

than XXXXX products / year was also recorded, thus increasing the value of the proposal 
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and to benefit the company in understanding the possibilities and scope of continuous 

improvement in the assembly line.  

4.6 Research Questions 

This section is devoted to answering the research questions that were formulated.  

4.6.1 Main Research Question 

“How can an electrical pedal car be assembled using smart manufacturing solutions?”  

An electric pedal car is an elementary and symmetrical product. Hence, the assembly 

process is quite straight forward, and this serves as the best prototype for applying new 

theories and concepts to test upon before implementation in actual assembly lines.  

The assembly sequence process followed in assembling the pedal car is the “Inside Out” 

procedure. This consists of assembling the parts that fit in the inner most part of the chassis 

first before assembling the parts on the outside. This helps in easier access to the 

components to be assembled on the product in an ergonomically easier manner.  

Selecting the different technologies to be used in the assembly process requires sheer 

research and study of the current maturity and advancement of the different technologies 

available to identify the advantages and disadvantages of all the technologies. Based on 

these technologies, the steps shown in Section 3.3 Concept Generation is the methodology 

to be followed. The concept development method provides a systematic procedure for 

generating several concepts and analysing them based on the parameters. An important 

point to note is that the restrictions in the product and the assembly process needs to be 

considered while choosing the different constraints for filtering. Once the concepts are 

selected, visualizing them helps in understanding the concepts such as digitally visualizing 

the assembly line rather than to read through a matrix, as shown in Section 3.4 Concept 

Visualization. The last step is to evaluate the chosen concepts as shown in Section 3.5 

Concept Evaluation, and select the most effective solution for the specific use case and 

constraints.  

This thesis is aimed to provide a structured methodology, in order to identify the most 

effective combination of the Smart Manufacturing technologies to assemble any product. 

This way of working enables in identifying and selecting the solution that gives the best 

output, at a lower investment and having low risk factors.  
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4.6.2 Sub Research Question 1  

“How can this approach be extended to the assembly of a real product and how to adapt 

to the existing constraints for the assembly line?” 

The first step is to get an understanding of the current state of the assembly line as shown 

in Section 3.7 Concept Adaption to Assembly Line . In order to understand the requirements 

and demands of the assembly line, it is important to identify the short and long-term goals 

for the assembly line. It is also imperative to discuss with the staff (operators, engineers, 

consultants, project leaders, and managers) working with the assembly line to get a better 

insight by gaining expert opinions and suggestions that help in adapting the solution 

effectively. Discussion helps in assimilating a better knowledge about the different parts of 

the assembly line such as logistics, machinery, tools and any restrictions that may follow 

with it. It is also essential to study the product flow and have a basic apprehension of the 

product and its components. Having a better understanding of the product details and its 

limitations, assists in evaluating the assembly area and its stations. 

There are different approaches one can take in the extension part and that depends on what 

is asked from the project leader. There were two approaches that were considered, either 

to build a futuristic design, including all the elements from the concept design, or a more 

realistic design, adapting the restrictions and constraints and modifying the concept 

accordingly. This proposal is aimed at designing a feasible solution for the company; a 

solution that can be implemented in the future, with respect to the given restrictions.  

During the layout design phase, it is implied to visit the current assembly area, to 

investigate and observe the current state and to review the constraints and current spatial 

arrangement. Upon understanding the constraints, identifying the changes required in the 

concept design helps in adapting without conflicts. With the changes, a more feasible 

concept complying with the requirements can be designed.  

The use of software such as AviX for line balancing and process flow visualization, 

ExtendSim to simulate the capacity, and Lay CAD for designing the factory layout to 

visualize the assembly line, helps in realising the solution and evaluating it effectively. 

After finalizing the final design, an investigation of the solution in terms of different 

parameters of the assembly line as shown in Section 3.7 Concept Adaption to Assembly 

Line, helps in identifying further constraints and modify the design to accommodate the 

constraints. This methodology is a general approach, and the case shown is an example. 
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4.6.3 Sub Research Question 2  

“What are advantages and disadvantages of adapting smart manufacturing technologies 

into electrical vehicles’ production lines and how does using smart manufacturing 

technologies increase productivity of the assembly line? “ 

In order to understand the different Smart Manufacturing technologies, literature review 

and interviews were done to study the technologies to identify the advantages, the 

limitations and the current maturity in the market. This is discussed in Section 2.4 Smart 

Manufacturing Technologies.  

The use of smart manufacturing technologies helps in creating an overall control over the 

production industry. To summarize, the major advantages of smart manufacturing 

technologies include long-term cost savings, improved efficiency, and increased 

productivity.  

Productivity is constantly optimized by the use of these technologies. By using data 

gathering technologies such as RTLS, and Cloud, any bottle necks or operation that slows 

the production is highlighted in the data, and the predictive analytics will identify the root 

cause of the issue and provide a solution to the problem. With these highly adaptable 

systems comes greater flexibility. Production downtime is one of the main efficiency 

savings of focus by using the smart manufacturing technologies. The machinery used in 

production is equipped with remote sensors and diagnostics to alert operators to problems 

after they occur. Predictive analytics can analyse the pattern from the data and identify the 

problems before they occur and provide steps to be taken to mitigate the productivity and 

financial costs. With the use of smart manufacturing technologies, the flow is uniform and 

well optimized and will include human-machine collaboration at the most optimal places. 

Now that the major advantages are discussed, the disadvantages of smart manufacturing 

are summarized. The initial cost of implementation is one of the most crucial disadvantages 

for any industry. Cost being the important deciding factor for adapting or modifying any 

production unit. The long-term savings will certainly outweigh the initial costs; hence 

production industries need to create a strategy for gradual adaption over the future, albeit 

the initial investments is high. Another major disadvantage is the complexity of the 

technologies. A technology that is well planned and clearly adapted to the industry’s needs 

will increase the benefits. On the other hand, systems that are poorly designed and not 

meeting adequate to the industry’s needs will affect the functioning and reduce profits for 

the industry. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion  

This chapter includes the major conclusions that were made after discussing the results 

and based on the answers to the research questions. 

This thesis is aimed at using different smart manufacturing technologies in the assembly 

line of a pedal car, to evaluate and adapt the concept suited for a real production line (power 

train). Based on the concept evaluation (Section 3.5 Concept Evaluation) and qualitative 

analysis (Section 3.6 Concept Selection), it can be concluded that flexible concept is the 

apt design to be adapted to the assembly line in focus. 

The main academic contribution of the thesis is the scientific methodology developed for 

creating the concept designs using different smart manufacturing technologies and an 

evaluation procedure including a qualitative analysis for selecting the suitable concept for 

every use case. This methodology provides a structured way of developing all the 

combinations of the technologies and an evaluation procedure to identify the concept that 

best fits the requirements and needs of the assembly line. With the rise in Smart 

Manufacturing technologies, this thesis serves as a guideline for developing assembly lines 

using a scientific methodology.  

The industrial contribution is the concept design adaption to the assembly line. With the 

rise in the trend of Industry 4.0 and electric vehicles, the need for new assembly lines 

creates a platform for efficiently adapting smart manufacturing technologies during the 

initial development of the assembly line. This thesis is aimed at creating an assembly line 

for the electric powertrain to achieve a given capacity using smart manufacturing 

technologies, and this helps the industry in identifying the bottle necks, scope of 

improvement and in realizing the benefits and disadvantages of using smart manufacturing 

technologies for increasing productivity. 

In an industry, several constraints exist, thus restricting the adoption of a concept design 

directly. As shown in Section 4.5 Concept Adaption to Assembly Line, some technologies 

are required to be excluded or replaced due to these constraints. The main aim of 

developing the concept design is to identify the best solution of technologies, thus profound 

understanding of the restrictions is required in order to adapt the technologies without 

deviating from the concept design.  
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Using smart manufacturing does not directly increase productivity rather, an aggregate of 

an optimized process plan, a continuous improvement strategy and the right use of smart 

manufacturing technologies contributes to the productivity of the assembly line in the long 

run. This thesis helps in laying a foundation towards generating a concept design for 

assembly lines with the use of smart manufacturing technologies in a systematic way. 

 

Future Work 

This thesis has been focussed on creating a methodology for adapting smart manufacturing 

technologies and does not include assembly strategy and process plan improvements as 

stated in  Section 1.4 Limitations Thus, including the process plan improvements as a part 

of the methodology helps in increasing productivity and creating a system for future use. 

The concept ranking was done based on the major factors related to an assembly line, and 

the factors that were of significance for the company. Including further parameters makes 

the analysis more detailed and helps in ensuring better decision-making. Also, based on the 

application and use case, changing the parameters is beneficial. Hence, when evaluating 

the concepts and based on the assembly line in focus, there is room for further parameters 

to be included in the analysis. 

Due to lack of time and resources, the cost analysis was restricted to initial investments and 

based on rough estimations. A deeper cost – benefit analysis can be done to calculate the 

costs more effectively, and also in terms of analysing the need for the technologies by 

studying the benefits of the investments. This helps in analysing the reality more accurately 

in terms of costs and making a well-informed decision.  
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire for Interviews 

1. Explain our thesis and purpose of the interview  

To give them an idea of what we’re expecting out of this interview and how this will benefit 

us. 

2. Your name and your role  

Ask for their name and position. 

3. What technologies are you working on?  

A generalized question so that they may explain the purpose of the technology further and 

not just the name of it.  

4. How mature is this technology for application?  

We want to understand whether we can apply it right away. 

5. How do you think this technology is beneficial in the industry?  

The benefits and the use case of the technologies, how and what can we gain by using this 

technology. The right use-case for us to identify how to use it.  

6. How can this technology help in improving the assembly line? 

This is if the answer to the previous question is something related to productivity. To further 

explain the technology. 

7. What are the challenges or limitations of using this technology? 

The limitations of using it, and how it can hinder our goal of improving production 

techniques and maybe how to overcome it.  

8. What do you think is the reason for these challenges?  

For us to frame the possibilities of using the technology since, our design is a futuristic 

concept, even if there are limitations to this technology, maybe it can be used in the future. 
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To identify such cases. Is it technology deficit, unavailability of research or the maturity, 

etc? 

9. How is the maturity in the market?  

What is the availability in the commercial market? Whether we have service package 

solutions which can be directly implemented, and they do the maintenance for us. 

10. Do you know any other use case scenarios at industries or universities?  

To understand the use case or examples for us to better understand the application and use 

of this technology. 

11. Do you have any ideas, suggestions, contacts/departments or advice regarding our 

thesis and some technology we could investigate? 

Just a general question, we have done our state of the art, but if there are any technologies 

that we’re unaware of that they might know. 
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Appendix 2: Concept Generation Table 
SL No Logistics Product flow Component 

pickup 

Quality check Work instructions Assistance Operator 

1 AGVs Conveyors Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

2 AGVs Conveyors Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

3 AGVs Conveyors Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

4 AGVs Conveyors Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

5 AGVs Conveyors Robots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

6 AGVs Conveyors Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

7 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

8 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

9 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

10 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

11 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

12 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

13 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

14 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

15 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

16 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

17 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

18 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

19 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

20 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

21 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

22 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

23 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

24 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

25 AGVs AGVs Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

26 AGVs AGVs Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

27 AGVs AGVs Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

28 AGVs AGVs Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 
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29 AGVs AGVs Robots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

30 AGVs AGVs Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

31 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

32 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

33 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

34 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

35 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

36 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

37 forklifts Conveyors Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

38 forklifts Conveyors Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

39 forklifts Conveyors Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

40 forklifts Conveyors Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

41 forklifts Conveyors Robots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

42 forklifts Conveyors Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

43 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

44 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

45 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

46 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

47 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

48 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

49 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

50 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

51 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

52 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

53 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

54 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

55 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

56 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

57 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

58 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

59 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

60 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 
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61 forklifts AGVs Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

62 forklifts AGVs Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

63 forklifts AGVs Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

64 forklifts AGVs Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

65 forklifts AGVs Robots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

66 forklifts AGVs Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

67 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

68 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

69 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

70 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

71 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

72 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

73 AGVs Conveyors Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

74 AGVs Conveyors Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

75 AGVs Conveyors Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

76 AGVs Conveyors Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

77 AGVs Conveyors Manual Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

78 AGVs Conveyors Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

79 forklifts Conveyors Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

80 forklifts Conveyors Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

81 forklifts Conveyors Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

82 forklifts Conveyors Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

83 forklifts Conveyors Manual Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

84 forklifts Conveyors Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

85 AGVs AGVs Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

86 AGVs AGVs Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

87 AGVs AGVs Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

88 AGVs AGVs Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

89 AGVs AGVs Manual Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

90 AGVs AGVs Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

91 forklifts AGVs Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

92 forklifts AGVs Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 
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93 forklifts AGVs Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

94 forklifts AGVs Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

95 forklifts AGVs Manual Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

96 forklifts AGVs Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

97 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

98 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

99 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

100 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

101 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

102 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

103 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes 

104 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

105 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes 

106 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

107 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes 

108 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes 

109 AGVs Conveyors Robots Atos scan box N/A N/A No 

110 AGVs Conveyors Robots Vision System N/A N/A No 

111 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box N/A N/A No 

112 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System N/A N/A No 

113 AGVs AGVs Robots Atos scan box N/A N/A No 

114 AGVs AGVs Robots Vision System N/A N/A No 

115 forklifts Conveyors Robots Atos scan box N/A N/A No 

116 forklifts Conveyors Robots Vision System N/A N/A No 

117 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box N/A N/A No 

118 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System N/A N/A No 

119 forklifts AGVs Robots Atos scan box N/A N/A No 

120 forklifts AGVs Robots Vision System N/A N/A No 

121 AGVs Conveyors Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

122 AGVs Conveyors Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

123 AGVs Conveyors Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

124 AGVs Conveyors Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 
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125 AGVs Conveyors Robots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

126 AGVs Conveyors Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

127 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

128 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

129 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

130 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

131 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

132 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

133 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

134 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

135 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

136 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

137 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

138 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

139 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

140 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

141 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

142 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

143 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

144 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

145 AGVs AGVs Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

146 AGVs AGVs Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

147 AGVs AGVs Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

148 AGVs AGVs Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

149 AGVs AGVs Robots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

150 AGVs AGVs Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

151 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

152 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

153 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

154 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

155 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

156 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 
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157 forklifts Conveyors Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

158 forklifts Conveyors Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

159 forklifts Conveyors Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

160 forklifts Conveyors Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

161 forklifts Conveyors Robots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

162 forklifts Conveyors Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

163 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

164 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

165 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

166 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

167 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

168 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

169 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

170 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

171 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

172 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

173 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

174 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

175 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

176 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

177 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

178 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

179 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

180 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

181 forklifts AGVs Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

182 forklifts AGVs Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

183 forklifts AGVs Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

184 forklifts AGVs Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

185 forklifts AGVs Robots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

186 forklifts AGVs Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

187 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

188 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 
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189 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

190 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

191 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

192 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

193 AGVs Conveyors Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

194 AGVs Conveyors Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

195 AGVs Conveyors Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

196 AGVs Conveyors Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

197 AGVs Conveyors Manual Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

198 AGVs Conveyors Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

199 forklifts Conveyors Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

200 forklifts Conveyors Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

201 forklifts Conveyors Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

202 forklifts Conveyors Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

203 forklifts Conveyors Manual Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

204 forklifts Conveyors Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

205 AGVs AGVs Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

206 AGVs AGVs Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

207 AGVs AGVs Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

208 AGVs AGVs Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

209 AGVs AGVs Manual Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

210 AGVs AGVs Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

211 forklifts AGVs Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

212 forklifts AGVs Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

213 forklifts AGVs Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

214 forklifts AGVs Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

215 forklifts AGVs Manual Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

216 forklifts AGVs Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

217 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

218 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

219 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

220 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 
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221 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

222 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

223 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

224 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

225 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

226 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 

227 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes 

228 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes 
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Appendix 3: Concept Filtering Table 
Sl. 

No.  

Logistics Product flow Compon

ent 

pickup 

Quality check Work 

instructions 

Assistance Operator Filter 

1 AGVs Conveyors Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

2 AGVs Conveyors Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

3 AGVs Conveyors Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

4 AGVs Conveyors Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

5 AGVs Conveyors Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

6 AGVs Conveyors Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

7 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

8 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

9 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

10 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

11 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

12 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

13 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

14 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

15 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

16 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

17 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

18 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

19 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

20 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

21 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

22 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

23 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

24 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

25 AGVs AGVs Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

26 AGVs AGVs Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

27 AGVs AGVs Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 
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28 AGVs AGVs Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

29 AGVs AGVs Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

30 AGVs AGVs Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

31 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

32 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

33 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

34 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

35 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

36 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

37 forklifts Conveyors Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

38 forklifts Conveyors Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

39 forklifts Conveyors Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

40 forklifts Conveyors Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

41 forklifts Conveyors Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

42 forklifts Conveyors Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

43 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

44 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

45 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

46 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

47 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

48 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

49 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

50 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

51 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

52 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

53 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

54 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

55 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

56 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

57 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

58 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

59 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 
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60 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

61 forklifts AGVs Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

62 forklifts AGVs Robots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

63 forklifts AGVs Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

64 forklifts AGVs Robots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

65 forklifts AGVs Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

66 forklifts AGVs Robots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

67 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

68 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

69 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

70 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

71 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

72 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

73 AGVs Conveyors Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

74 AGVs Conveyors Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

75 AGVs Conveyors Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

76 AGVs Conveyors Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

77 AGVs Conveyors Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

78 AGVs Conveyors Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

79 forklifts Conveyors Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

80 forklifts Conveyors Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

81 forklifts Conveyors Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

82 forklifts Conveyors Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

83 forklifts Conveyors Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

84 forklifts Conveyors Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

85 AGVs AGVs Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

86 AGVs AGVs Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

87 AGVs AGVs Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

88 AGVs AGVs Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

89 AGVs AGVs Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

90 AGVs AGVs Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

91 forklifts AGVs Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 
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92 forklifts AGVs Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

93 forklifts AGVs Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

94 forklifts AGVs Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

95 forklifts AGVs Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

96 forklifts AGVs Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

97 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

98 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

99 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

100 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

101 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

102 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

103 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

104 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

105 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

106 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

107 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR Remote Assistance Yes No 

108 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System AR - Scope AR AR Yes No 

109 AGVs Conveyors Robots Atos scan box N/A N/A No Yes 

110 AGVs Conveyors Robots Vision System N/A N/A No Yes 

111 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box N/A N/A No Yes 

112 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System N/A N/A No Yes 

113 AGVs AGVs Robots Atos scan box N/A N/A No Yes 

114 AGVs AGVs Robots Vision System N/A N/A No Yes 

115 forklifts Conveyors Robots Atos scan box N/A N/A No Yes 

116 forklifts Conveyors Robots Vision System N/A N/A No Yes 

117 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box N/A N/A No Yes 

118 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System N/A N/A No Yes 

119 forklifts AGVs Robots Atos scan box N/A N/A No No 

120 forklifts AGVs Robots Vision System N/A N/A No No 

121 AGVs Conveyors Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

122 AGVs Conveyors Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes No 

123 AGVs Conveyors Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 
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124 AGVs Conveyors Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes No 

125 AGVs Conveyors Robots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

126 AGVs Conveyors Robots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes No 

127 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

128 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

129 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

130 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

131 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

132 AGVs Conveyors Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

133 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

134 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes No 

135 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

136 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes No 

137 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

138 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes No 

139 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

140 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

141 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

142 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

143 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

144 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

145 AGVs AGVs Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

146 AGVs AGVs Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes No 

147 AGVs AGVs Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

148 AGVs AGVs Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes No 

149 AGVs AGVs Robots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

150 AGVs AGVs Robots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes No 

151 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

152 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

153 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

154 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

155 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 
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156 AGVs AGVs Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

157 forklifts Conveyors Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

158 forklifts Conveyors Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes No 

159 forklifts Conveyors Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

160 forklifts Conveyors Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes No 

161 forklifts Conveyors Robots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

162 forklifts Conveyors Robots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes No 

163 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

164 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

165 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

166 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

167 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

168 forklifts Conveyors Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

169 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

170 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes No 

171 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

172 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes No 

173 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

174 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Robots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes No 

175 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

176 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

177 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

178 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

179 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

180 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

181 forklifts AGVs Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

182 forklifts AGVs Robots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes No 

183 forklifts AGVs Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

184 forklifts AGVs Robots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes No 

185 forklifts AGVs Robots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

186 forklifts AGVs Robots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes No 

187 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 
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188 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

189 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

190 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

191 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

192 forklifts AGVs Co-bots Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes Yes 

193 AGVs Conveyors Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

194 AGVs Conveyors Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes No 

195 AGVs Conveyors Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

196 AGVs Conveyors Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes No 

197 AGVs Conveyors Manual Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

198 AGVs Conveyors Manual Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes No 

199 forklifts Conveyors Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

200 forklifts Conveyors Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes No 

201 forklifts Conveyors Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes No 

202 forklifts Conveyors Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes No 

203 forklifts Conveyors Manual Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

204 forklifts Conveyors Manual Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes No 

205 AGVs AGVs Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

206 AGVs AGVs Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes No 

207 AGVs AGVs Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

208 AGVs AGVs Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes No 

209 AGVs AGVs Manual Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

210 AGVs AGVs Manual Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes No 

211 forklifts AGVs Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

212 forklifts AGVs Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes No 

213 forklifts AGVs Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

214 forklifts AGVs Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes No 

215 forklifts AGVs Manual Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

216 forklifts AGVs Manual Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes No 

217 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

218 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes No 

219 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 
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220 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes No 

221 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

222 AGVs Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes No 

223 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

224 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Connected power tools Screen on arms AR Yes No 

225 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

226 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Atos scan box Screen on arms AR Yes No 

227 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System Screen on arms Remote Assistance Yes Yes 

228 forklifts Robots Gantry / Floor Manual Vision System Screen on arms AR Yes No 
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Appendix 4 : Concept Decision Making Matrix 
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Appendix 5 : Concept Visualisation 

 Manual Concept Design  
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Flexible Concept Design 
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Mixed Concept Design 
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Fully Automated Concept Design  
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Appendix 6: Lay CAD training Layout Design 
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Appendix 7: AviX Balancing Sheets 

Before Balancing 
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Manual Concept – Line Balancing 
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Flexible Concept – Line Balancing 
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Mixture Concept – Line Balancing 
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Fully Automated Concept – Line Balancing 
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